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Bin Laden criticizes Pakistan gov t 
byHariamFam 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CAIRO, Kgypt — A statement 
attributed to Osama bin laden 
criticizes the government of 
Muslim Pakistan for standing 
untlci the banner of the cross" 
and cafls on Pakistanis to "make 
Islam victorious." 
Excerpts from the signed state- 
ment were broadcast yesterday 
on the Qatari-based Al-Jazeera 
satellite channel, which held the 
document up to the camera and 
said n was received by fax in 
Doha, Qatar. An employee ol the 
station read the full text to The 
Associated Press in Cairo over the 
phone. 
There was no way to indepen- 
dently verify the authenticity of 
the statement. Ali al-Kaabi, al- 
lazeera's news gathering coordi- 
nator, told AP that "we have no 
doubts" about the statement. He 
sai'd al-Jazeera recognized bin 
Laden's signature and that the 
content was in line with previous 
pronouncements from him. 
Addressing "civilian and mili- 
tary Pakistanis," the statement in 
the name of bin laden appears to 
call for the overthrow of 
Pakistan's president. Cen. Pervez 
Musharraf, whose government 
supports the U.S. campaign 
against the ruling Taliban militia 
in Afghanistan. 
The bin Laden statement 
depicts the war as a battle 
between religions — something 
I'resident Bush has said it is not. 
"The world has been divided 
into two camps: one under the 
banner of the cross, as the head 
of infidels, Bush, has said, and 
one under the banner of Islam," 
the bin Laden statement says. 
"The Pakistani government 
has stood under the banner of 
the cross," the statement contin- 
ues. "Adherents to Islam, this is 
your day to make Islam victori- 
ous." 
White House spokesman An 
Fleischer dismissed the state- 
ment yesterday. 
"I think it's just more of the 
same propaganda that people 
have been hearing and I dismiss 
it as such," Fleischer said in 
Washington. 
Bin Laden, a Saudi exile, is die 
No. 1 suspect in the Sept. 11 ter- 
rorist attacks on New York and 
Washington. The Taliban have 
refused to hand him over to the 
United States. 
Bin laden's organization, al- 
Qaida, has previously released 
three video statements. Bin 
laden appeared in the lirst, 
which was released Oct. 7 but 
seemed to have been made 
before then. 
The last communication came 
On It, a week alter the U.S. 
Iximhing began, when al-Qaida 
spokesman Sulaiin.tn Abu 
Ghaith said on a video thai 
Americans and Britons should 
leave Afghanistan. 
The statement broadcast yes- 
terdq said believers should no) 
rest before "they bring victory to 
truth and its people, and defeat 
falsehood and its people, with 
Clod's permission. Your stance 
against evil gives ushean 
"The  heal oi  the crusade 
against Islam has intensified, its 
ardor has increased and the 
killing has multiplied against lln 
followers of (Islam's Prophet] 
Muhammad ... in Afghanistan" 
the statement said. 
I 
Associated Press Photo 
AFGHANISTAN: An Atghan Northern Alliance fighter rests in barracks at the Sarghich front line, 20 miles north of the Afghan capital of 
Kabul, yesterday. The Northern Alliance position is only 500 meters from a Taliban front line that U.S. war jets pounded on Wednesday. 
Doctors find anthrax clue 
by Oaniel Q. Haney 
THE ASS0CIA1ED HESS 
Doctors have a new clue to 
help sort out whether people 
with aches and coughs have the 
ominous lirst signs of inhaled 
anthrax orordinary colds and flu: 
Anthrax victims don't have ninny 
noses. 
In general, the lirst symptoms 
of inhaled anthrax are the same 
as the flu and other wintertime 
\ HUM'S — fever, ache, cough, no 
energy. As a result, some worn' 
that doctors will prescribe lots of 
anthrax-killing antibiotics — 
which do nothing for colds and 
flu—just to make sure they don't 
miss a case of anthrax in its early, 
treatable stage. 
But none of the 10 cases of 
inhaled anthrax so far have start- 
ed with nasal congestion or 
ninny nose. Those symptoms, of 
course, are common in flu and 
many other viruses that cause 
wintertime respiratory ills. So 
asking about it can help doctors 
rule out anthrax. 
The possible overuse of antibi- 
otics worries officials at the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, which on Thursday 
offered some guidance for doc- 
tors who wonder how to tell 
which is which. 
"We will do everything we can 
to help clinicians sort this out," 
promised Dr. Julie Oerberding. 
No test will reveal anthrax 
exposure or predict who might 
develop anthrax in the near 
future. Nasal swabs, if given soon 
enough, can help show whether 
anthrax was present in a particu- 
lar location, but they do not tell 
doctors anything about an indi- 
vidual's risk. 
So far, the single most impor- 
tant information is the patient's 
job. Doctors should be suspi- 
cious if patients are postal work- 
ers or handle mail, especially in 
areas where andirax has been 
found. 
"I can't emphasize enough the 
importance of the clinical history 
of die occupation and the envi- 
ronment in which the person 
works," Oerberding said. 
White cell counts also may be 
elevated in anthrax cases, 
Gerberding noted. These read- 
ings arc likely U) be normal or 
below with viral infections. 
However, no single sign or 
symptom can reveal whether 
someone has early inhaled 
anthrax. Antibody levels eventu- 
ally rise, but that occurs late in 
the infection, after treatment 
should have already begun. 
"We don't want everybody 
ANTHRAX, PAGE 5 
Cincinnati family seeks federal prosecution 
CINCINNATI (AP) —The fam- 
ily of a black man who died in 
police custody last year demand- 
ed Thursday that die federal gov- 
ernment take over the prosecu- 
tion of police officers charged in 
connection with his death. 
The parents of Roger Owensby 
Jr. said they are not satisfied with 
the effort that Hamilton County 
Prosecutor Michael Allen's office 
has made in prosecuting city 
police officer Robert Jorg in 
Owensby's Nov. 7 asphyxiation 
death. 
A jury acquitted Jorg of misde- 
meanor assault Tuesday and was 
unable to reach a verdict on a 
felony charge of involuntary 
manslaughter, resulting in a mis- 
trial. Allen's office is debating 
whether to retry Jorg on the 
felony charge, which carries a 
five-year sentence. 
"All we wanted was a fair, hon- 
est jury trial. It's my opinion that 
didn't happen," the victim's 
father, Roger Owensby Sr., said 
Thursday. 
The county coroner ruled 
Owensby's death a homicide, 
saying the death could have 
been caused by a choke hold or 
the weight of officers piling on 
and smothering Owensby. 
A second police officer 
charged in the death, Patrick 
Caton, is being tried separately 
on a charge of misdemeanor 
assault. He could get six months 
in jail if convicted. The city pros- 
ecutor is handling the Caton trial 
because it is a misdemeanor 
case. 
Testimony concluded 
Thursday in Caton's trial in 
Hamilton County Municipal 
Court. Lawyers give closing argu- 
ments to the jury on Friday. 
Caton testified on Wednesday 
that he used accepted police 
techniques to subdue and hand- 
cuff Owensby when police, who 
wanted to question Owensby 
about drug trafficking, tackled 
him as he tried to flee. But a 
rebuttal witness for the prosecu- 
tion, officer Darren Sellers, testi- 
fied Thursday that he saw Caton 
punching Owensby after die vic- 
tim had been handcuffed. 
"What we are very concerned 
with, based on the testimony we 
have heaid, is die potential of 
obstruction of justice in the sys- 
tem by the Cincinnati police," 
said John I lelbling, a lawyer for 
the Owensby family. "We have a 
deep concern with how the case 
was presented to the jury." 
Allen released a statement in 
which he defended the prosecu- 
tion put on by his office. 
"1 know personally that my 
office, including my most senior 
prosecutors and victim/witness 
staff, has worked with the 
Owensbys every step of the way 
in tnis laborious and painful 
criminal process," Allen said. 
States, feds split 
in Microsoft case 
by D. Ian Hopper 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Microsoft 
(flip. and the Justice 
Department agreed to present a 
settlement of their antitrust fight 
to a trial judge today, but states 
involved in the case decided to 
ask for more time, people lamil- 
iar with the negotiations said. 
The Bush administration 
seemed on die brink of settling 
the historic case, launched 
under its predecessor, with wide 
implications for the sagging 
economy and technology indus- 
try that relies heavily on 
Microsoft products. 
State attorneys general who 
joined in the original lawsuit 
decided yesterday to proceed 
more slowly and ask U.S. District 
Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelley for 
an additional four days toa week 
to examine the details, people 
close to the talks said. 
the decision by Microsoft and 
the Justice Department to pro- 
ceed widiout full support In the 
states threatened to widen the 
gulf between slate and federal 
officials who ate partners in the 
case. 
The proposed deal would 
change hew Microsoft packages 
and sells its flagship Windows 
operating system and make it 
easier lot consumers to remove 
certain features and install rival 
programs from other software 
makers, according to people _£l 
who were briefed mi the ne: 
Hulls. 
I he settlement would impose 
some restrictions on Microsoft 
during the next five years and 
could be extended two more 
years — until 2008 — if die com- 
pany violated terms of the deal, 
die sources said, speaking only 
on condition of antim miiy 
A three-person panel would 
monitor Microsoft's compliance, 
they added. The current antimist 
MICROSOFT, PAGE 5 
Associated Press Photo 
PEARL HARBOR: Smoke and flame are seen as the magazine 
explodes on the destroyer USS Shaw during the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on Dec. 7,1941. 
Docudrama raises 
historical questions 
by David W. Stone 
THE  BG NEWS 
Sunday NBC is showing 
"Uprising" a made-for-TV 
movie based on the lewish 
uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto 
during the I lolocaust. It is far 
from beuig die only movie to 
be based on actual events dur- 
ing World War II, and if it fol- 
lows recent trends the accuracy 
of die film is highly suspect. 
"From what I have seen 
most of these films diverge 
from the truth in order to tell a 
better story, even if the original 
story was good enough without 
changing it." said Kathrcn 
Brown, assistant professor of 
history. 
"1 usually avoid these films 
because they leave me disap- 
pointed, diat should tell you 
how inaccurate most of them 
are," Brown said. "I did not 
even go to see Pearl 1 larbor' 
because I had heard from 
friends and colleges how Inac- 
curate it was." 
Often historical films make 
major changes to the stories 
and the appearance of the peo- 
ple in order to clean up the 
story. 
"I diink that a lot of the time 
these movies, especially the 
ones made for major networks 
and big film releases, really 
gloss over the facts of the sto- 
ries," said Beth Greich-Polelle 
assistant professor of history. 
"The actual Story was so brutal 
that I doubt that the film will 
accurately portray the events of 
the uprising. The Nazi soldiers 
MOVIES. PAGE 5 
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cStory Theatre>: strong showcase for new talent 
BG NEWS 
hyZach Herman 
IHt  BG NEWS 
A play like Paul Sills' "Story 
Theatre," to be performed this 
weekend by newcomers to the 
BGSU Theatre Department, is 
hard to classify. Not quite a 
musical, not quite a fairy tale, 
this charming collection of ten 
vignettes nonetheless blends 
features of both to create an 
enjoyable, low-cost evening of 
entertainment 
"Story Theatre" consists of ten 
classic fables lifted from the 
libraries of Aesop and the 
Brothers Grimm. But the cast's 
irreverent, energetic approach 
transcends   the   simple   and 
somewhat dry source material 
to create a compelling but light- 
hearted morality play. 
The individual sketches are 
buoyed by vivacious perfor- 
mances across the board and an 
amusing soundtrack which 
seamlessly transforms the tales 
into miniature pop-music 
extravaganzas. "Henny Penny," 
the classic tale of a hen con- 
vinced the sky is falling, is 
accompanied by strains of the 
Beatles' "Help!" The music of 
Queen, Fleetwood Mac, and the 
Rolling Stones enliven other seg- 
ments. 
The script's use of pop-culture 
references also lend the play an 
immediacy that could be easily 
lost performing stories hun- 
dreds of years old. Three girls 
channeling "Charlie's Angels" 
become recurring characters in 
one skit. Allusions to "Mission: 
Impossible" and "The People's 
Court" appear in other sketches. 
Another inspired touch is the 
inclusion of two short, play- 
within-a-play sketches which 
open and close the show. Here, 
the audience is allowed to see 
inside the frenzied world of 
stage, which gives the viewer an 
additional appreciation for the 
energy and skill displayed dur- 
ing the actual performance. 
There are some negatives to 
"Story Theatre," however. At 
nearly 2 1/4 hours, the play is 
quite long for a comedy, and a 
pair of individual skits seem too 
lengthy. Also, the otherwise 
capable cast is occasionally 
prone to bouts of overacting. But 
with so many positive aspects, 
the play's comparatively minor 
flaws are easily ignored. 
Story Theatre, showing at the 
loe E. Brown Theatre in 
University Hall, will play at 8 
p.m. Friday and Saturday, with 2 
p.m. matinees Saturday and 
Sunday. Tickets are $5, and can 
be reserved by calling 372-2719. 
Refreshments will be provided, 
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George Lucas sues 
porn producers 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
George Lucas' production 
"ompany has fried a federal 
i.. A'suit against the makers of 
a pornographic movie, alleg- 
ing that it's too similar to the 
1977 epic "Star Wars." 
Lucasfilm Ltd. has sued 
Media Market Group Ltd., the 
New York producers of "Star 
Hall/," for copyright and 
trademark infringement, say- 
ing consumers could be con- 
fused into thinking that 
Lucasfilm sponsored or pro- 
duced the X-rated movie that 
makes a naked mockery of the 
"Star Wars" storyline. 
This confusion could result 
in a loss of sales for Lucasfilm,, 
according to the lawsuit, filed 
last Friday. The lawsuit also 
argues that Media Market 
Group's pornographic film 
harms Lucasfilm's reputation. 
Linda Wildblood, a partner 
at Media Market Group, said 
Wednesday that her compa- 
ny's movie is an animation 
parody. 
"lust like 'Scary Movie' is a 
spoof of horror movies, 'Star 
Ballz' parodies many different 
movies and themes," she said. 
"No one in their right mind 
could look at it and say this is 
Star Wars."' 
Flaw found in SAG 
election ballots 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Nearly 
24,000 ballots sent to mem- 
bers of the Screen Actors 
Guild in New York failed to 
include a signature line, which 
could allow their validity to be 
challenged, Variety reported 
Wednesday. 
The other 74,000 envelopes 
sent around the country 
include a line that states: 
"Voter: Print and sign your 
name on the back of this 
envelope." 
Officials downplayed the 
effect of the flaw, saying in a 
written statement that each 
envelope already has a print- 
ed member identity label that 
verifies its legitimacy. 
This comes at a time of ten- 
sion and discordancy within 
the guild, following a lengthy 
commercial actors' strike and 
a barely averted walkout by 
movie and TV actors under 
one-term SAG President 
William Daniels. 
Results of the election are 
expected to be announced by 
Nov. 5. 
***************************** 
CAN YOU TAKE 
THIS HILL? 
Come test your skills on the U.S. Army Rock Wall, 
a 24-foot vertical challenge. See if you can reach the 
top with the strength of AN ARMY OF ONE. And check out 
over 200 ways you can be your best in the U.S. Army. 
» LOCATION: Bowling Green University Campus 
» DATE: Wed, Nov 7 at 11 a.m. 
» CONTACT: Your local Army recruiter 
419-352-7541 
loirmy com e/<m PM m * w u s *"i «• mm '«•«»" AN ARMY OF OUT 
FREE Your photo & listing in the 2002 Key Yearbook 
•FREE Professional Photography sitting 
•$2 OFF your purchase of the 2002 Yearbook 
Portraits taken: Octo be r   29   -   November   2,   9am   -   5 p m in 28 West Hall 
Logontowww.myseniorportrait.org WALK-INS tllC   KCV ZR West'llnll * (419) V?1   t  . i r rtr it. r  
— OR — • 
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Sound Check; Incubus offers a nice* Morning View* 
Incubus 
Morning View 
One of the reviews I read for 
this CD said thai this was the 
album thai made Incubus "stand 
out from the rest of the rap rock 
and nu-metal pack." Ummm ... 
OK. Yeah, I can see how you could 
get Incubus confused with bands 
like Limp Bizkit. Other reviews 
have noted how mellow this 
album seems to be. Well, what did 
they expect, Ozzy-style heavy 
metal? 
What Incubus docs deliver 
with Morning View is good rock 
album. Lead singer Brandon 
Boyd actually sings on this 
record. The band may be mellow 
but it is not dead by any means. 
The opening track "Nice to Know 
You" opens the album with an 
explosive energy. 
"Wish You Were Here," the 6rsl 
single off the album, has a very 
similar sound to previous 
Incubus radio hits like "Pardon 
Me" and "Stellar." The spinning 
does not take away from the 
music, it actually adds more 
melody to the song 
The album kicks off with a 
punch, but it ends with the mel- 
low "Aqueous Transmission." The 
song blends western style with a 
touch of eastern Hair. It's a nice 
end to a very eclectic album. 
Incubus is a band that will be 
worth watching. Their style is 
evolving from album to album. It 
looks like things are only getting 




Normally, by the time a band 
reaches its tenth album, one 
usually has a pretty good idea 
what to expect. Kreator is an 
exception to the rule, as they've 
dabbled here and there trying to 
settle into their own comfortable 
groove. 
The early stuff, low-grade 
hyperthrash like Endless Pain, 
was simply not good. A later 
album like Coma of Souk is sim- 
ply phenomenal. Then there are 
Holiday Parties & 
Student Organizations Welcome Z* 
|C«lln0VV to book your holiday party. 
|y£ Groups from 50-250. 
the last two industrial-tinged 
albums where the band seemed 
to be trend-surfing and getting 
away from its strength — writing 
solid fast riffs and pounding 
them at you one after another. 
Early buzz was that Violent 
Revolution was supposed to be 
more along the lines of Coma. 
Well, yes and no. 
Violent Revolution is certainly 
a solid piece of German metal. 
It's not quite thrash and not 
quite power metal a la 
Helloween, but very German 
and very good. Where Coma flew 
at you at breakneck speed, 
Violent Revolution is much more 
paced and crafted. It's still fast 
and driving, don't get me wrong. 
Though, the riffs leave you time 
to breath (think Prove You Wrong 
era Prong) and fall into eleven 
solid songs (and one brief instru- 
mental). Maybe it's Mille 
Petrozza's voice, but Grave 
Digger comes to mind as a point 
of comparison. His Udo-meets- 
Lemmy- meets- Draino throat 
might make some listeners shy 
away. Of course, if you follow 
that reference, you're going to be 
game anyway. 
And you should be. Kreator 
get it right on Violent 
Revolution. Sure, it's not perfect. 
"Replicas of life" shows us why 
Mille should slick to the growl. 
The title track might be a little 
plodding. But I'm nitpicking at 
this point. It's a good album top 





New Order has always been 
hard to pin down. What kind of 
music does it exactly make? 
Formed by the entire rhythm 
section of the English band loy 
Division in 1980 after its lead 
singer Ian Curtis committed sui- 
cide, the band has been making 
poppy, techno-ish music with 
intelligent lyrics for a while now 
(well, maybe not a while — its 
last album, Republic, was 
released eight years ago). So how 
does one classify it? Dance Music 
For People Who Can't Dance? 
Even the Pet Shop Boys can be 
heard nightly at most of 
America's hipper gay dance 
clubs, but you'd be hard-pressed 
to ever remember hearing New 
Order blasting over the speakers 
at your local pub while drunken- 
ly slouched over a bar stool or 
attempting to rub up against 
that girl on the dance floor. It 
seems to occupy the same cul- 
tural place that Morrisseydid in 
the early 1990s; almost every one 
of your hip friends listened to 
him, but his influence in the real 
world of pop and rock and roll 
was negligible, even nonexistent. 
But let us discard the uptight 
and self-defeating world of the 
music critic and his or her the- 
saurus-driven comparisons If 
you're looking for good, poppy 
music that you can listen to 
without feeling stupid, get New 
Order. It's electronics-based, 
with a lot of synthesizers, drum 
loops and vocals from an anony 
mous-sounding lead singer. This 
is basically "adult" pop music. It 
also has a bit of a faceless, 
European pop feeling, augment- 
ed by the packaging of the 
album which, true to New Order, 
shows none of the band mem- 
bers nor lists their names. But, 
again, this is good stuff. I now 
realise that in the course of an 
entire review I neither listed the 
album's title nor any of its songs. 
Oh well. That's what you get 
when you write a review of a 
band's new album at 4 a.m. 
under the influence of four bot- 




Enrique Iglesias had a massive 
hit a few years back with 
"Bailamos" off of his English- 
language debut. With his new 
album Escape, Enrique seems to 
be going in a new direction. 
Escape lacks the punch and 
flavor of Enrique. This album is 
much more mainstream than his 
previous effort. There is still a 
good amount of Latin and 
Spanish style on here, but it's 
starting to fade in the back- 
ground or ?hare space with other 
styles. 
"I Will Survive," which is noth- 
ing like the disco anthem of the 
same name, is one the stand out 
tracks. This is the moment when 
Enrique gets is mixing done 
right. If this not planned as the 
next single, it should be. 
"1 lero," the first single off of 
this album, is a super sultry bal- 
lad right from the start. It's the 
perfect venue for Enrique's voice. 
However, the mainstreaming 
does not work most of the time. 
"Love 4 Fun" comes off as 
sounding like an Ace of Base B- 
side. The title of "She Be The 
One" is laughable alone. He does 
redeem himself with three 
Spanish language cuts, including 
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Zoolander 
PG 13 
Fri 5:00 Sat Sun 5:00 7:30 
PG 13 
Frl 12 mid Sat Sun 10:00 
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Sat. Midnight       R 
Chi Omega 
Co-Ed Kickball 
Sunday, November 4, 2001 
1 lam-1pm 
All proceeds go to 
Make A Wish Foundation 
For Info Contact: 
Chl-O House 372-2191 
xa xa xa xa xa xa xa xa xa xa xa 
Alpha Chi Omega is 
proud to announce 
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TIAA 
CREF 
Come to our seminars: 
Mid-Career Seminar. 
Date: Wednesday. 11.14.01 
Time  1:00 -2:00 pm 
Place Business 
Administration, Room 117 
One-on-One Counseling. 
Get personal financial 
guidance to help you 
reach your financial goals. 
['Ml- Wednesday It HOI 
Time 2:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Place: Business 
Administration. Room 117 
Date: Thursday, 11.15.01 
Time: 8:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Place: Oslcamp Hall, 
Room 105 
RSVP: Call Kay Fulk at 
1.877.209.3138 or 
visit out website at 
TIAA-CREF.org/moc. 
IN INVESTING, 
TIMING IS EVERYTHING. 
WHICH IS WHY WE 
PROVIDED THE SCHEDULE 
ON THE LEFT. 
Managing money for people 
with other things to think about? 
1.877.209.3138 • Tl«-CREF.or(/iaioc 
ruA-CRt' Individual and Institutional SarvKal Ine and Inaction Parson*! Inmlori Sorvim IK diitnbnla MCtftibfl product! Fw moff cnmpuitn intnrmatsa on Ml MCWlies 
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Bowling Green State University 
Office of the President 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0010 
To the University Community: 
Since the report from the Vision and Values 
Committee was released, there has been lively discussion 
regarding the role critical thinking about values should play in 
the educational environment at BGSU. This kind of spirited 
dialogue makes universities communities intellectually 
vibrant and exciting places to live, learn and work. We are a 
place where natural discourse and ideas are exchanged. 
I hope all members of the BGSU community-faculty, 
staff and students -will continue this conversation informally 
and through discussion groups scheduled on Monday, 
November 5th and Tuesday, November 6th in 101 
Olscamp Hall from 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
I look forward to hearing your thoughts on the future 
of education at Bowling Green State University. 
With warm regards, 
Sidney A. Ribeau 
President 
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QUOTE UNQUOTE 
Dogs used to be the worst thing 
• •    ive worried about on this job.       // 
—D.C. mailman Tony lackson, on the grow- 
ing number of postal workers found to have 
been exposed to anthrax 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
• forum ol views and idejs 
OUR TAKE 
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD 
Movies are not real life 
We arc living in a very impor- 
tant time for America Sept. 11 
and the events that follow will 
go down as essential parts in 
our nation's history. Eventually, a 
movie will probably be made. 
But no matter how well done 
the movie is, it will not be as 
accurate as actually living 
through all this. 
There are already many 
movies done about important 
events in America's past, a 
recent one being "Pearl Harbor." 
Movies like it should be watched 
and enjoyed, but should not be 
a source for historical informa- 
tion. Many of these movies, 
while they are showing events 
that realty happened, are not 
100 percent accurate. Movies 
should be watched more for 
entertainment value. Of course, 
one can definitely learn from a 
movie, but people should be 
aware of what is the real and 
what isnt. 
Obviously, American history 
movies are not the only "based 
on a true story" movies that 
aren't always completely accu- 
rate. Movie makers in general 
are more concerned with keep- 
ing your interest and making 
money than teaching you about 
history. 
To get accurate information 
about our country's history, a 
history book is a good place to 
go. Talking to war veterans and 
people who lived through the 
events is also a good source. 
Learning about historical events 
from the people who lived them 
can always give you more per- 
sonal information and a differ- 
ent perspective. 
So, when we're older and have 
kids and our kids have kids, we 
can tell them exactly where we 
were on Sept. 11 and how we 
felt. We can give them a more 
accurate and personal account 
of the events than a movie can. 




The two recent articles The 
BGNews has printed with 
regards to the recent sexual 
assault were rather appalling. It 
is an understandable reaction to 
think women must prevent 
rape. But don't you think we 
should be putting the blame 
where it should be, on the men 
that rape rather than the 
women that are victims of rape? 
If I was a rape victim and I read 
the "Our Take" article on rape 
prevention, I would feel as 
though it was my fault for being 
raped because I was not able to 
prevent rape. 
How much can women really 
prevent rape anyways? Should I 
be forced to stay in my house 
with the doors locked in fear 
that if I go outside I may be 
raped? Men have a choice: to 
rape or not to rape, and that is 
what should be focused on. 
Then, the other comment I 
found very disturbing is saying 
SUBMISSION POLICY 
DM BG News gladly prints Letters to 
the Editor and Guest Columns. Letters 
should be less than 300 words and 
Guest Columns can be 500 to 700 
that stranger rape is on a differ- 
ent level than acquaintance 
rape. Both types of rape are 
traumatic, and one type of rape 
should not be a more serious 
crime than the other. Rape is 
rape. According to the 
Department of Justice, 78 per- 
cent of the rapes that occur are 
acquaintance rape; therefore, a 
woman is much more likely to 
be raped by someone she knows 
than by someone she does not. 
Acquaintance rape needs to be 
taken just as serious as stranger 
rape. Men need to learn that no 
means no.  Whether you are 
fooling around or not, if you say 
no, that is rape and should not 
be devalueized.  How are 
women supposed to prevent 
acquaintance rape, never date 
or become sexually intimate 
with anyone? 
If a woman says no, it is rape 
and just as much of a crime if 
your boyfriend or a friend com- 
mits it as if a stranger commits 
it. Men do not have the right to 
take advantage of women, peri- 
od. 
We need to start working 
together to change this. No 
i words. Name, phone number and 
I address should be included for verifica- 
i tkm. All submissions may be edited for 
i length and clarity. Personal attacks and 
I anonymous submissions will not be 
amount of women preventing 
rape is going to stop rape from 
happening if men do not stop 
raping especially considering 
the fact that most rapes that 
occur are acquaintance rape. 
Men need to start talking to 
other men about how rape is 
wrong and what they can do to 
try to help fix the problem. 
There is a group on campus 
called MEMPSA: Mer Educating 
Men on the Prevention of Sexual 
Assault. This is a group where 
change could start to happen. 
Also, women need to start iden- 
tifying with each other and real- 
izing that rape can happen to 
any woman. No woman is ever 
asking for it or is just at the 
wrong place at the wrong time. 
We need to start looking at rape 
as the serious crime that it is 
and find some way to stop it. 
Women should not have to feel 
the constant fear that some- 
thing might happen to them 
and feel as though they are not 
in control over their own bodies. 
We need to realize that men 
have a choice and it is never the 
victim's fault for being raped. 
No does not mean yes! 
printed. Send submissions to the 
Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or 
bgnews©listprrjcthe University.edu, 
with the subject line "letter to the edi- 
i tor" or "guest column." 
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I have been following 
Teresa Milbrodt's columns on 
the lack of funding for the 
arts at the University with 
great interest. I am complete- 
ly in support of Ms. Milbrodt's 
position and happy that 
someone has finally publi- 
cized the unfair dispersal of 
student fees. As a faculty 
member in the College of 
Musical Arts, I walk the halls 
of the music building every 
day and wonder why the pur- 
suits of my students are val- 
ued less (monetarily) than the 
activities of student athletes. 
The students in the CMA (and 
I'm sure in the other arts) are 
passionate about what they 
do; they are dedicated to their 
art, to sharing it with others 
and to making a difference in 
the world with the precious 
musical gifts they have been 
given and are developing. 
They deserve to be recog- 
nized. I urge the administra- 
tion and students to rethink 
the distribution of student 
fees. In the meantime, come 
to a concert. For the most 
part, we're a friendly bunch, 
and would love to see you in 
our concert halls. 
MARY NATVIG 
Ass. Prtrlessor, Music History 




I've probably bored you over 
the past few weeks with my 
mindless ranting and raving 
about dating, so today I've 
decided to mindlessly rant and 
rave about something else. I 
consider myself a fairly smart 
man (cue rim shot), but I simply 
don't understand governmental 
regulatory warning labels 
Apparently the government 
has decreed that drug compa- 
nies must now not only place 
warning labels on the pill bot- 
tles, but also list every possible 
side effect at the end of their 
television commercials. Is any- 
hndv else disturbed bv this? 
1 do understand the warnings 
on cigarette boxes. These warn- 
ings are applied to caution hon- 
est red-blooded Americans of 
the dangers of smoking. As far 
as I can see, cigarettes are a 
product designed with a sec- 
ondary function of being really 
good after a beer, and a primary 
function of killing people (don't 
worry smokers, the evidence 
isn't conclusive and this article 
isn't about you). The warnings 
are designed to protect us and 
to discourage us from smoking. 
But have you noticed how vague 
the warnings are? One that I 
happened to see read, "Quitting 
smoking now greatly reduces 
serious risks to your health." 
What the hell does that mean? 
Why don't they say, "Cigarettes 
will give you heart attacks, 
emphysema, bad breath and 
make it nearly impossible to run 
a mile in under ten minutes." 
In contrast, prescription 
drugs are designed to improve 
our health, and yet companies 
are required to list every side 
effect that some goofball in their 
test sample claimed to develop 
from the drug So if some guy 
eats twelve bowls of chili and 
then attributes his explosive 
diarrhea to the pill he is taking, 
the drug company has to tack 
another side effect to the end of 
their commercial (be very aware 
that I am making all of this up). 
Are we trying to discourage peo- 
ple from taking prescription 
drugs? I do find it fairly humor- 
ous that, in an effort to thumb 
their nose at the government, 
the drug companies have hired 
the Micro Machine guy to read 
the side effects as fast as 
humanly possible. 
The warnings about the side 
effects work against the overall 
success of the drugs. For exam- 
ple, I couldn't contain my laugh- 
ter after I saw a commercial for 
a new anti-depressant. I don't 
feel like giving the exhaustive list 
of side effects, but I will hit the 
highlights for you. The side 
effects included dry mouth, 
sleeping difficulty, nausea, sexu- 
al side effects and our old friend, 
diarrhea Keep in mind that this 
pill is designed to prevent you 
from being depressed. I don't 
know about you, but the 
thought nf not being able to 
sleep, puking out of my mouth 
and my butt and suffering from 
undefined, yet terrifying, sexual 
side effects does not brighten 
my day or put Mr. Bluebird on 
my shoulder. 
There is also this insane rule 
that if something is not FDA 
approved no warnings are nec- 
essary, except a label stating that 
the product is not FDA 
approved in miniscule writing 
on the back of the label. (Again, 
be aware that I didnt look any of 
this up.) I saw a commercial for 
"The Hollywood Diet," that 
claims you will lose something 
like ten pounds in two days. 
Yeah, that sounds healthy, but 
no warning labels are necessary. 
If it hasn't been tested, how do 
we know that this product does- 
n't cause explosive diarrhea? 
I think the government 
should cover all of its bases and 
make it mandatory for all prod- 
ucts that aren't FDA tested to 
include a warning label in big 
bold letters that reads, "You 
might get the squirts from con- 
suming this product." 
Incidentally, this warning 
should also appear on every 
Taco Bell wrapper. And while 
we're at it, let's put a warning 
label on Miss Cleo. That "for 
entertainment only" warning 
isn't working for me. How about 
we change it to "not really 
lamairan " 
Alright, I'm getting a bit 
absurd now, but I think when I 
began writing I had a point. 
Why do harmful products seem 
to have weaker warnings than 
products designed to improve 
our health? Remember that any 
18-year-old can buy cigarettes, 
but you need a prescription 
from a real doctor to obtain the 
drugs in question. I preferred 
the old practice of accompany- 
ing prescription drugs with a 
sheet of paper listing the poten- 
tial side effects, That way I could 
ignore them, unless I developed 
strange rashes on various parts 
of my body. 
Well, 1 see I've made it to the 
end of another article without 
making a single coherent argu- 
ment. Maybe I'll tackle that next 
week. I did however accomplish 
my goal of making six references 
to diarrhea (it's the little things 
in life). While you're searching 
for the elusive sixth reference, 
I'm going to run to the store and 
buy some more toilet paper 
before it's time to take my Zolof. 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
What are you doing with your family this weekend? 
J0DISENFTEN 
FRESHMAN 









"Set up my new computer."    "Take them out and show 
them a good time." 




MICROSOFT, FROM PAGE 1 
case is rooted in allegations that 
Microsoft violated a related 
1995 agreement with the Justice 
Department. 
If states cannot support the 
settlement, they could object 
during public hearings in an 
effort to scuttle the deal, or they 
could decide to pursue the case 
separately in court themselves. 
Justice Department antitrust 
chief Charles lames made per- 
sonal calls yesterday to enlist 
the states' support, sources 
said. 
The markets reacted posi- 
tively to word of a possible deal 
that experts hope will invigo- 
rate the sagging technology sec- 
tor. Microsoft shares surged 
$3.69 to close at $61.84. 
A court has already ruled 
Microsoft operated as an illegal 
monopoly and improperly 
thwarted competitors. But the 
original penalty imposed in the 
case — it would have required 
Microsoft to be split into two 
companies — was overturned 
by a federal appeals court this 
summer. 
If some states decide to 
oppose the deal, they could use 
a Tunney Act hearing to try to 
persuade Kollar-Kotelly to 
throw out the settlement on 
grounds that it wasn't in the 
public interest. 
Films increase interest in WWII era 
Car frdShirwj 
IN FRONT OF STADIUM 
@ SAT. FOOTBALL GAME 




Habitat For Humanity 
M0VIESROMPAGE1 
set fire to the buildings where 
the resistance fighters were hid- 
ing and left them with the 
choice of dying in the fire from 
heat or smoke inhalation or 
running out and being shot 
down by machine guns." 
The look of historical films is 
often very inaccurate to the 
look of life for the people who 
lived through the events. Often 
the people look far healthier 
than they would have in reality. 
Famine and disease were wide- 
spread in the Warsaw Ghetto, 
yet screen shots form the film 
show very healthy and clean 
looking actors. 
"In the history department 
we were even joking a little 
about how healthy David 
Schwimmmer looked for a lew 
living in the Warsaw Ghetto," 
Greich-Polelle said. "The actual 
people were very emaciated 
and sickly and I do not think 
film will really show that." 
Brown said that the films do 
at least increase interest in his- 
tory and if they cause people to 
become more curious in the 
past and they research it more 
deeply, the films provide a ser- 
vice. However the inaccuracies 
of the films are troublesome if 
the viewers take the films to be 
fact and rely on them for their 
source of history. 
"Part of movies is the sus- 
pension of disbelief, and I sup- 
pose that is okay," Greich- 
Polelle said. "Sometimes I feel 
like people are getting suckered 
though." 
Both Brown and Greich- 
Pollele said they would reserve 
judgment on Uprising until 
they had seen the film person- 
ally. While most of the films of 
the genre are filled with inaccu- 
racies and fictionalization, 
some are more loyal to the his- 
tory of the events than others. 
Doctors promote flu shots 
ANTHRAX, FROM PAGE 1 
coming in with the flu to get an 
antibiotic," Gerberding said. 
Dr. Frederick Hayden, a flu 
specialist at the University of 
Virginia, estimated that 60 per- 
cent of flu cases involve runny 
noses, and the figures are even 
higher for most other common 
respiratory viruses 
"The dilemma will be sorting 
out the extremely rare case of 
inhalation anthrax from this 
massive background of respira- 
tory viral infections," he said. 
Some doctors have promoted 
the use of flu shots this year 
because they will reduce the fre- 
quency of symptoms that can be 
confused with anthrax. However, 
many are skeptical about this 
reasoning. They note that per- 
haps 90 percent of wintertime 
flu-like illnesses are cause by nei- 
ther the flu nor anthrax. So even 
those who get flu shots may still 
come down with flu-like symp- 
toms from other viruses. 
"We really don't want to sell the 
idea that if you get vaccinated 
against the flu...and if you do 
develop a flu-like illness, then 
you ought to be more worried 
about anthrax," said Dr. Keiji 
Sukuda, a CDC flu expert. 
The best reason to get a flu 
shot, he said, is to avoid the flu. 
To help doctors figure out how 
to recognize and treat anthrax, 
the CDC yesterday held its sec- 
ond conference called "Anthrax, 
what every clinician should 
know." 
It will be rebroadcast on the 
Internet at 5 p.m. Monday at 
http://www.phppo.cdc.gov/pht 
n/default.asp. 
BOWLING GREEN FIRE FIGHTERS URGE YOU TO 
VOTE NO ON FIRE CHIEF CITY CHARTER AMENDMENT 
(Section 7.01 Civil Service Commission) 
MAINTAIN: 
• QUALITY DEDICATION    • PROFESSIONALISM 
Quality Service Provided 
with Dedication And 
Professionalism 
To The Community 





LOOK /VO FURTHER! 
SAVE TIME AND WIN MONEY! 
Go to www.bgnews.com and sign up for the daily news update and have today's 
campus news, breaking headlines, and sports updates sent directly to you! 
What about the money? WIN $3001 When you sign up, you will be automatically 
entered into the contest that will occur once a week for five straight weeks! 
HURRY! Sign up NOW! 
F.nl dnwmg «ti M on Fflda* OeuMr l?w   VAnnsn MII M Mnt an *mw nokficnon   Go 10 -*v» Otfl.i»p*tn«.i commjWi for conMt! ntttt 
www. bgne ws. com 
WESTERN 
Discover your future 




We offer the widest 
array of natural 
health care programs 
in the United States. 








W41, Northwtsttm has earned an International 
reputation as a pioneer in natural heath care education, 
patient care and scientific research. The individual attention 
and access to educational resources our students receive helps 
them excel in preparing to practice as outstanding health care 
practitioners. With our unique pioneering clinical education 
programs and our personal assistance In job placement 
Northwestern provides an incredible educational experience. 
For more information or to schedule a campus visit, call the 
Office of Admissions at 1-800-888-4777. 6Xt. 409 or 
go on-line at www.nwheilth.edu 
NW 
Northwestern Health Sciences University 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Put your Bachelors degree to good use! 
Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist! 
Occupational therapists help people live 
fully - Daily life is what "occupation" is all 
about: 
• Hospital-based rehabilitation 
• School-based practice with children 
• Injury prevention at workplaces 
• Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitation 
• Consultation in the community 
• Many other settings & innovative models 
Why study at the Medical College of 
Ohio? 
• High national ranking for quality 
• Relatively low cost 
• Small class size 
• Nationally recognized faculty 
• Excellent fieldwork opportunities 
• Latest technology/Excellent resources 
• Impressive success of MCO graduates 
Applications for Fall 2002 admission are being accepted now. 
For information or to visit, call 419-383-4429 or 
email mot@mco.edu. 
Check out our web site for detailed information: 
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.html 
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No action taken 
against Vikings 
EDEN PRAIRIE Minn. (AP) — 
No state labor citations will be 
issued against the Minnesota 
Vikings in the heatstroke death of 
. offensive tackle Korey Stringer, 
who died Aug. 1, one day after he 
was stricken during the Vikings' 
training camp in Mankato. 
The heat index was 99 on 
luly 31 at the time Stringer 





by Andy Resnik 
THE  ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
Asked what it's like to coach a 
good football team, Kent State's 
Dean Pees answered immedi- 
ately. 
"It feels great." 
Not surprising. Pees doesn't 
get asked that question very 
often. 
The Golden Hashes haven't 
finished with a winning record 
since going 7-4 in ' 987 and have 
had three winless years in the 
last 13 seasons. 
One "of those years included 
an 0-11 mark in 1998, Pees' first 
season. After getting two victo- 
ries in 1999 and one last year, 
there didn't seem to be much for 
the coach to look forward to. 
Others didn't see it that way. 
"I felt all along Dean is a good 
coach," said Northern Illinois 
coach loe Novak, whose team 
lost to Kent State 44-34 on Oct. 
13. "He's gone in there and been 
patient, and he was able to gel 
those skill position players in 
there. They're going to be some- 
thing to be reckoned with." 
In other words, these aren't 
the same old Golden Flashes. 
Beating Marshall (6-1, 5-0 
Mid-American Conference) at 
- home Saturday would give Kent 
State (4-4,3-2) its first five-victo- 
ry season since 1988 and its first 
four-game winning streak since 
1976. 
The Golden Flashes haven't 
had more than three wins in the 
MAC since going 5-3 in '87. 
"Right now 1 feel like I'm 
; coaching a team, not coaxing a 
■ team," said Pees, who has one 
'. more win this season than in his 
; first three seasons combined. 
. "That's what I was always doing 
; before." 
i Pees said winning has affect- 
' ed his coaching style. 
■ In last week's 24-14 victory 
'.over Ohio, he decided to settle 
for a field goal that pulled the 
Golden Flashes within 14-10 late 
in the third quarter. 
. Figuring he'd get another 
chance to pull out the victory, 
Pees decided Dave Pavich's 23- 
yard kick was better than not 
convening on fourth down and 
coming away without any 
points. 
"Maybe in year's past I might 
have gone for it," Pees said. 
"Now you're making decisions 
in a game when you have a 
chance. It's a lot more fun coach- 
ing that way." 
And a lot scarier for the oppo- 
sition. 
Marshall coach Bob Pruett 
said don't bet on the heavily 
favored Thundering Herd com- 
ing away with an easy victory 
Saturday. 
Pees, a former defensive coor- 
dinator at Michigan State, "has 
always done a great job of 
scheming us," said Pruett, 
whose team beat the Golden 
Flashes by scores of 28-16 and 
34-12 the last two seasons. 
"The scary part of it is, this is 
the best Kent team we've 
played," Pruett said. "This is a 
team that's on a roll." 
Pees wants freshman quarter- 
back loshua Cribbs to watch 
how Herd QB Byron Leftwich 
always seems to be able to find 
open receivers. He wants his 
defense to see how Marshall 
runs down ballcarriers and hits 
hard. 
"I use Marshall as an example 
all throughout the year as how 
you play football," Pees said. "It 
land of tells us where we're at 
when we have a chance to play a 
team like that." 
Most teams that beat 
Marshall have to score a lot of 
points. Kent State has put up at . 
least 35 points in three of four 
victories this season after not 
scoring more than 24 points in a 
game last season. 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
BG vs. Argentina set for Sunday 
by Nick Hurm 
THE BG NEWS 
lust before the dawn of the 
new men's college basketball 
season, the polls are once again 
doing all the talking. They say 
Illinois and Duke are battling it 
out as the best teams in the 
country, Kent State is tabbed to 
win the Mid-American 
Conference East Division and 
the Bowling Green men's squad 
will finish a distant fourth in the 
conference. 
It's not until the season gels in 
motion that we'll find out who's 
got the team that will go the dis- 
tance and who's got the squad 
opposing fans will chant "over- 
rated" to. 
BG premieres in its first exhi- 
bition of the season Sunday at 2 
p.m. against the Argentina 
Select team at Anderson Arena 
BG coach Dan Dakich enters his 
fifth year with the Falcons and 
has one of his biggest squads 
yet. 
leading the way for the BG 
are the Falcons' four seniors. 
Guards Keith Mi I roil and 
Brandon Pardon are considered 
by many around the conference 
in be the best backcourt in the 
MAC. McLeod ranks eighth in 
BG history in three-point field 
goal percentage (.389), 11th in 
steals (111) and 24th in scoring 
with 1.140 pints. The 6-foot-2- 
inch senior averaged 18.1 
points last season. 
Pardon, who has onlv started 
38 career games after transfer- 
ring from Wright State is only 
the third player in Falcon histo- 
ry to hand out over 200 assists. 
Last season he was the MAC 
leader and fourth in the country 
in assists, averaging seven per 
game. 
BG will also have the support- 
ing cast of two senior big men. 
Forward Brent Klassen and cen- 
ter Len Matela have a combined 
six letters between them. 
Matela is third all-time at BG in 
field goal percentage, making 
over half his shots at 57.3 per- 
cent. He is a two-time MAC 
honorable mention winner. 
Klassen averaged 4 points 
and 2.7 rebounds last season. In 
his last two years he has cap- 
tured the Earl Rupright Team 
Spirit award. 
The Falcons are second in the 
MAC in wins since 1999, behind 
Kent State, with 36. Last season 
the team finished fourth in the 
country in free throw percent- 
age (76.7 percent) and 22nd in 
3-point percentage with an 
average of 38.9 percent. 
BG opens its regular season at 
the Top of the World Classic in 
Fairbanks, Alaska. The Falcons 
will play their first game against 
Ole Miss, who made the.Sweet 
16 last season. Other teams in 
the tournament include Alaska- 
Fairbanks, Washington, 
Delaware, Wichita State, Butler 
and Radford. 
Fill photo 
ONE MORE SHOT: Senior guards 
Brandon Pardon (left) and Keith 
McLeod (right) lead the backcourt. 
l*<>\\rUN<i(,R.KK.\VS.  MIAMI 
File pnoto 
STAYING ABOVE WATER: Runningback John Gibson and BG needs a win over Miami to stay in the hunt for a MAC Championship. 
Falcons rested for RedHawks 
by Erik Cassano 
THE   BG  NEWS 
The Bowling Green football 
team needed a bye week to rest 
up. The remainder of its sched- 
ule won't afford it much of a 
chance to let its guard down. In 
the next month, BG will face 
Miami and Toledo, two of the 
top teams in the Mid-American 
Conference, and 
Northwestern, a Big Ten school 
which has been ranked this 
year. 
Miami will cast the first stone 
in the Falcons' gauntlet run to 
the finish, Saturday at Doyt 
Perry Stadium at 4 p.m. 
"A lot of the Falcons are find- 
ing out that this is a big football 
game," BG coach Urban Meyer 
said. "Growing up I remember 
Miami and Bowling Green are 
the two teams that were win- 
ning the MAC." 
The RedHawks will enter 
Saturday's game 6-2 overall. 5-0 
in the MAC. They defeated 
Western Michigan last week 
25-11 to stay tied with Marshall 
atop the East Division. With 
their next win, they will clinch 
their eighth straight winning 
season. 
"The discouraging thing is 
that this is probably the most 
balanced team we've seen this 
BG vs. Miami 
Station: 88.1FMWBGU 
Kickoff: Saturday at 4 p.m. 
with Scott Ward, Joel Tobias 
and Andy Barch. 
Saturday On-the-Line from 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
Ziggy Zoomba's Countdown 
to Kickoff show at 3 p.m. 
season," Meyer said. "As a 
coach, you try to identify and 
take advantage of weaknesses 
of a football team, and it is very 
hard to find weaknesses on this 
Miami team." 
Miami is led by freshman 
quarterback Ben 
Roethlisberger. In his first eight 
starts, he has completed 63 
percent of his passes (150-for- 
238) for 1,900 yards and 19 
touchdowns. He has also been 
an adept scrambler, rushing for 
109 yards and two touch- 
downs, including an 80-yard 
run against Iowa. 
"He hurts you as much or 
more when he gets flush in that 
pocket, and that is a major con- 
cern," Meyer said. "You can try 
and disrupt him, but the great 
quarterbacks are the guys that 
can re-adjust and can flush out 
of that pocket, get their feet 
FIH photo 
Celebrate: Safety Karl Rose celebrates with fans after the 
Falcons victory over Kent State during their last home win. 
reset and throw the ball." 
Roethlisberger was featured 
in Sports Illustrated last week. 
He is on pace to break nearly 
every Miami single-season 
passing record. 
With a win, the Falcons, at 5- 
2, could clinch their first win- 
ning season since 1994. For 
Meyer, winning is about prepa- 
ration and eliminating mis- 
takes before they become 
major problems. 
"There is a phrase that we 
use around here and that is 
'sinning is extremely fragile,'" 
he said. "How you prepare your 
team is that you eliminate mis- 
takes and execute the things 
you would like to do with per- 
fection." 
Against Miami, Meyer said 
the margin for error will be 
slim. He called Miami a well- 
disciplined team that wins 
close games because they are 
well-coached and have some 
good players. 
"This is going to be a classic 







THE BG NEWS 
If there is anything left for 
the Bowling Green men's 
soccer team to changi, the 
Falcons' last chance before 
the Mid-American 
Conference Tournament is 
this weekend against 
Western Michigan on Senior 
Day. 
Much of BG's problem 
this year has been on the 
scoring end. After a loss to 
Detroit Mercy last week a 
problem with defense also 
arose. The Falcons gave up 
three goals in the first half to 
Eric Tafaj resulting in what 
BG head coach Mel Mahler 
said was their worst first half 
of the year. The 3-2 loss was 
the most goals given up by 
the Falcon defense since the 
first match of the season 
against Ohio Stale. BG lost 
that game by a count of 4-0. 
The offense has been able 
to produce some goals. The 
transition has been some- 
what a fluid one to more of a 
direct style of play as they 
have been able to score 
seven goals in their last four 
matches. This is compared 
to their first nine matches 
where they only scored five 
goals. 
The Broncos are not hav- 
ing a very productive season 
themselves as they are com- 
ing off a 1-1 draw with 
Buffalo that puts them in a 
tie with the Bulls for fourth 
place in the six-team confer- 
ence as they hold a 1-3-1 
record. Western Michigan is 
coming into Mickey 
Cochrane Field with a four 
game non-winning streak 
that dates back to its 2-0 Oct. 
21 loss against University of 
Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
Last year's leading Bronco 
scorer Scott Duhl has taken 
a more of a unselfish role on 
the team. After scoring 
seven goals and two assists 
in his freshman campaign 
last year, he has turned in a 
season with five assists and 
one goal. Duhl will have to 
find a way to score for the 
Broncos to have success for 
the rest of the season and 
tournament. 
The Falcons have had a 
man of their own take the 
title of leading goal scorer. 
Senior Detrick Matthews 
has been on fire of late. He 
now has five goals on the 
season after his two-goal 
performance against Detroit 
Mercy. Matt Leardini is sec- 
ond on the team with three 
goals.       , 
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Travel Travel Personals Services Offered 
Campus Events 
FIJI & 4>BS 
Present 
The 2nd Annual 3 on 3 
'Bridging the Gap" B'ball Tourney 
Open to all undergraduate students 
Saturday, December 8, 2001 
Perry Field House 9 1:00pm 
•1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Flori- 
da. Now hiring Campus Reps. 
1-800-234-7007 
enrJesssummertours.com 





Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS, 
Americas "1 Student Tour Operator 
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or 
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to 









-" CAMPUS POLLVEVES *"" 
BG's Best Slutted Breadsticks 
Delivered 11 am to 1 am 
352-9638 
—• CAMPUS POLLYEYES ~~ 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Classifieds continued 
on page 8. 
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica, 
S Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels, 
FREE parties, LOWEST prices! 
www.breakerstravel.com 
(8001 985-6789 
•  SPRING REGISTRATION  ' 
Mechanized Walt Liitt now 
on the STAR SYSTEMI 
Check the web for handy directions 
www.bosu.edu/oflicesyrerjisBar 
Then SEE YOUR ADVISOR and 
PLAN your CALL"! 
•SPRING REGISTRATION  ■ 
Come to USA's annual Casino Night 
at the Rec Center on November 3rd 
7:30-io:oopm 
Food Prizes Real Casino Games 
Black Jack      Roulette Wheels Poker 
iCome have some fun and 
bring your family on 
family weekend 
>o 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
Check out 
our Huge Assortment 
of Houses, Duplexes, and 
Apartments 
• Over 500 units • 9 &12 month and 
with super locations!      summer leases 
available 
Stop by 319 E ll'ooster for a 
brochure of complete details anil 
speak with our friendly staff! 
BGSU STUDENT 
HELP WANTED 
For Dining Services 
At The Bow-Thompson Student Union 
Office Aulitant- Office Manager L^ y 
WattstafrCashiwIlMagtr T£ =: 
Cook* Cook's Helper-Baker      =5=V 




ACTIVE IN BG 
JUJ   I III LONG MEMBER 
OF BG COMMUNITY 
'Building a better relationship between the 
campus and community" 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 
319 E.VVooster 






7PM, 10PM & MIDNIGHT 
TONIGHT 
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST 
11PM OPEN TO PUBLIC 
135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0070 
GREENIMAR, INC. 
R I A R 
Now LEASING 
FOR FALL  2002 
G R E E N B 
•224 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402* 
•352-0717* 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm 
& Saturday 9am- lpm 
$50.00 
OFF YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT 
I Bring this coupon  in  and receive $50.00 off each  tenant's 1 
l security deposit.   Must be used before 12/18/01.   Available at. 
Columbia  Courts,   Field  Manor,  Frazee  Ave.,  East  Merry,B 
' Heinz (including 514 8t 506 N. Enterprise) and Mercer Manor. 
rHLCOTl FOOTBH11 
DEAR BGSU  STUDENTS; 
TOMORROW AT 4:CO  PM, THE FALCON  FOOTBALL TEAM WILL FACE ITS MOST 
DIFFICULT CHALLENGE TO DATE WHEN IN-STATE RIVAL MIAMI COMES CALLING 
TO  DOYT PERRY STADIUM.    BECAUSE OF OUR STUDENT BODY, WE HAVE CRE- 
ATED   A   HOME   FIELD   ADVANTAGE   (3-D)   WHICH   HAS   INSPIRED   OUR   TEAM.     WE 
NEED THE STUDENT BODY TO COME OUT IN FULL FORCE AND CREATE AN ATMO- 
SPHERE WHERE WE CAN CONTINUE THIS DISTINCT HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE.   I 
AM ASKING EACH AND EVERY MEMBER OF THE BGSU STUDENT BODY TO EN- 
COURAGE AND PROMOTE ATTENDANCE AND FOR EVERYONE TO BE AT THE GAME 
ON SATURDAY.    COLLEGE FOOTBALL IS A GREAT WAY TO SHOW ENTHUSIASM 
AND LOYALTY TO YOUR SCHOOL. 
DN BEHALF OF THE ENTIRE BGSU  FOOTBALL TEAM AND COACHING STAFF, 
THANK  YOU   FOR   YOUR   SUPPORT   THIS   SEASON.      REMEMBER,   YOU   ARE   AN   INTE- 
GRAL   PART   OF THE   FALCON   FAMILY.     WE   COULD   NOT   DO   THIS   WITHOUT   YOU.     I 
LOOK   FORWARD   TO   SEEING   AND   HEARING   YOU,   YOUR   FAMILIES   AND   FRIENDS 
TOMORROW AT   4:DD   PM   AT   DOYT   PERRY   STADIUM. 
GO   FALCONS!!! 
ENTHUSIASTICALLY, 
URBAN MEYER 
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH 
NIGHT FLIGHTS UNDER THE LIGHT'S! 
8 Friday, November 2.2001 Bli NtW5 
Personals Wanted Help Wanted Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by ISnN€UO'S 
GET INVOLVED IN 
INTRAMURALSH INTRAMURAL 
ADVISORY BOARD 
APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 
2002 ARE BEING ACCEPTED 
THROUGH NOV. 26. 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR 
ON THE WEB INTERVIEWS ARE 
LIMITED. ON A FIRST COME, 
FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL 
BE HELD NOV 29-30. 
SENIORS-LAST CALL!! 
FREE Portrail Silling 
Have your pholo included in the 
yearbook ■ For FREE 
9am   -   5pm 
THIS WEEK 
28 Wesl Hall 
The KEY Yearbook 
Make an appointment at 
www.myseniorportrail org 
or call 372-8634 
The KEY 
WALK-INS WELCOME 
1 Female subleaser needed to 
share 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt Close 
to campus1 Available now. Call Ja- 
mie 8 (419)308-0282. 
Roommate needed to share rent & 
ulil. lor a 2 bdrm apl. at 611 
Manville. Close to campus 
call Jake 8 352-4115. 
Subleaser  ASAP  lor  3  bdrm  apl. 
S233 mo. S233 security dep. Lease 
goes until May. Call Kim 353-0865. 
Subleaser needed, own bedroom 
and own bathroom, shuttle lo cam- 
pus, pool. Call Courtney or Becky @ 
354-1453.  
Sublsr. needed Dec-Aug. 1 bdrm. 
walking dis. to campus, all ulil. inc. 
Except elec. Fully turn., new kitchen, 
pkg. incl. S390'mo Can negotiate 
352-8176 
Help Wanted 
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT • assist 
persons with MR/DD with daily living 
skills in a Residential setting. No ex- 
perience necessary. Part-lime and 
sub positions available in Bowling 
Green & Portage areas, ranging 
Irom 25 to 73 hours biweekly. S9.00- 
S12.25 per hour based upon experi- 
ence. High school diploma/GEO re- 
quired. Application packet may be 
obtained Irom Wood County Board 
of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane 
Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent. B Monday- 
Friday, 8 00am-4:30pm. EOE. 
School Age Recreation Leader 
Part time afternoon hours. Plan and 
implement    activities    for    children 
ages 5-12. Experience working with 
children. $7 00 - $8 50/hour depend- 
ing upon  experience   Apply at the 
Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson Ave- 
nue, Toledo OH 43624. (419) 243- 
7255. The Catholic Club is a non- 
profit, United Way agency, open to 
everyone 
1 Join with heat 
2 Great lake 
3 Brews 
4 Easy 
5 Derived from wood 
6 7th Greek letter 
7 Canvas shelter 
8 Emboss 
9 Waterproof canvas 
10 Leeward side 
11 At the end 
19 Rodent 
21 Hearing organ 
23 Forcefulness, stamina 31 Exist 
32 Color 
25 Respect 
26 Jelly-like substance 
27 Female suffix 
29 Egyptian sun god 
30 Prickly part of plants 
SPRING 2002 PRACTICUM 
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR 
RECREATION AND SPORT 
MANAGEMENT MAJORS 
APPLICATIONS AVAILA8LE IN 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE 
WEB AND ARE DUE NOV. 27 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD 
DEC. 3-4 
Think You're Funny? 
PROVE IT 
Funniest person in BG Contest 
S100 prize    -   352-8242 
Tired of winters in Northwest Ohio9 
Why not try California. Hawaii or 
Louisiana next year"' Attend one ot 
over 170 colleges at in-state-lees1 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE 
PROGRAM. Credits transfer1 Great 
expenence! More details: Tuesday, 
November 6th at 4:00pm BA117. 
Call NSE otlice 2-5096 or 2-9627 lor 
mlormation 
4pm- 7pm 
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet 
in   •   353-0988 
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN IS CUR- 
RENTLY LOOKING FOR ENER- 
GETIC CANDIDATES WHO SEEK 
TO MAKE GOOD MONEY WHILE 
IMPROVING THEIR COMMUNICA- 
TIONS SKILLS THROUGH TELE- 
PHONE SALES. 
-MAKE UP TO SI 5 AN HOUR!! 
-S200 SIGN ON BONUS1! 
-NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!! 
-WORK IN A FUN ENVIRONMENT 
WITH FUN PEOPLE!! 
•FULL    AND    PART    TIME    POSI- 
TIONS AVAILABLE!! 
-NO  COLD  CALLING-LEADS  ARE 
PROVIDED!1 
-GIVE US A CALL-WELL TALK TO 
EVERYONE!! 
CALL NEAL AT (419)874-5004 OR 
FAX RESUME TO (4191874-7107 
TO SEE HOW TRUGREEN-CHEM- 
LASUM CAN HELP YOU FURTHER 
YOUR CAREER!!  
~~S12 PER HOUR SUMMER JOB 
StudentBi2.Net are currently hiring 
students lor 2002 Summer 
Internships. Ideal lor students 
interested in gaining business & 
management experience Average 
internship pays S8.000 per summer. 
For more information call 1 -888-839- 
3385. Only a lew positions left.. 
S500 cash in 2 hours guaranteed. 
Are you at least 18 yrs. old? 
Do you have internet access? 
Do you need cash? 
S500 cash in 2 hours guaranteed. 
www.greatweallhpublishing.com. 
Desk clerk needed lor local motel. 
Midnight to 8am shift 3-4 8 hr. shifts 
per week. Must work some week- 
ends. Long lerm position. Apply at 
Buckeye Inn between 8-4, Mon-Fri. 
Do you love animals? Do you like 
work? Are you available weekday 
mornings'' II interested call Rick at 
419-893-7218 Maumee Area. 




1993 Ford Mustang. Good cond. 
S2.000. OBO 353-1950, ask lor 
Brandon. 
1994 Chevy Lumina 4 door p/pw 
high miles, alarm, tinted windows, 
burgundy. Excell cond. & keyless 
entry S2500 OBO Greg 8 
494-3979.  
1994 Toyota Tercel. 2 dr, 5 speed. 
good cond Call Dean 409-0167 
'94 Saturn SL2 S2.000 
Must sell. 
Call 373-0465.  
Bed - Queen pillow top, new., in 
plastic. Full manufacturer's warran- 
ty. Retail S800 Sacrifice S199. Can 
deliver. Call 419-392-7465 
Bed full size pillow-lop mattress set 
New in plastic. Retail S599 Sell 
S179 Call (419] 392-7465 
Dreamcast system. 4 controllers 
and 4 games. S150 534-3163. 
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES 
Prescription and non-prescription 
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, and Serengetti 
also available. John T. Archer & As- 





Snoodle puppy All papers, black 
male Inquire lo 352-3076 
Toshiba satellite laptop computer. 
Purchased new in '98. Free Epson 
color printer $500. 353-5982, Brian. 
Across 
1 Well being (archaic) 
5 Dog or cat 
8 Celestial body 
12 Stanley Gardner 
13 Dined 
14 Story 
15 Take property lo pay debt 




22 Paid (or services 
24 Associated Press (abbr) 
25 Representative 
28 Mistake 
30 How back 
33 Direction 
34 Age 
35 Draw toward 
36 Elevated railroads 







51 Answer (abbr) 
53 Variant of eon 
54 Stringed instrument 
55 Perceive with the eye 
56 Government (abbr) 
57 Emergency (abbr) 
58 Even 
59 Chemical sulfix (pi) 
34 Put into or on (pre!) 
35 Ancestry 
37 Belore (poetic) 
38 Children's game 
39 Aquatic mammal 
41 beam 




47 Colorless, glowing gas 
48 Peace bird 
49 Picnic pests 
52 Edu group (abbr) 
Answers 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS 
PISRN€LLO'S 
/BUI**. SSST  352-5166 
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. "Sat. -Sun. 
$6.50 Dine-In Specials 
12" 1 -item pizza 
& 2 fountain drinks 
'Ask about our specials 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
For Rent 
" Rooms avail. Now & 2nd Sem. 
S225 mo. mclud. ulil. Also a 1 bdrm. 
apt avail. 1/10/02. 353-0325 10am- 
7pm. 
••2002-2003 now signing leases for 
houses, apts. and rooms. Will mail 
listing or pick up at 316 E Merry »3. 
24 hrs r* call 353-0325 10am-7pm 
1 unfurnished bedroom. Sublet until 
8/01  Call 352-8623 or 352-4659. 
2 bdrm. apt avail Jan 1. 1 bath w/ 
2 sinks, tons of storage & balcony 
S565 mo. plus ulii. Call 353-3328 
ASAP. 
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment. 
1/2 block from campus 1 year 
lease. 5/15/02-5'10/03. Deposit 
required. S625/mo. includes all 
utilities. Phone 686-4700 
2&3bdrm lum apt. w'AC 
Available Now 
352-7454 
233 W Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unre- 
lated people. S775/monlh Available 
lmmefliale!yiCall 354-2854 
3 bdrm house 3-4 unrelated peo- 
ple Close to campus. Available 
Jan 2002-Augusl 2002 352-0429 
3 bdrm. unturnished apt 
1082Fairview 
Call 352-5822. 
3 bedroom unfurn house. 1/2 block 
Irom campus 1 year lease. 5/15/02- 
5/10/03. Deposit required. 5950/mo. 
includes gas/mo Phone 686-4700 
BRAND NEW APARTMLN1S 
'Washer and Dryer in • 
'Resort-slyle pool with Jacu/zi 
"Slate of art computer center 
•Private bedrooms 
Sterling University Enclave 
353-5100 
Large unturnished efficiency 1/2 
block Irom campus  1 year lease. 
5/15/02-5/10/03. Deposit required 
S260/month includes all utilities 
Phone 686-4700 
Personals 








♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in 
every apartment 
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases 
♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance 
♦ Brand new apartments 
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub 
♦ Furnished apartments available 
♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and 
free weights 
♦ State-of-the-Art computer center 
♦ Free resident parking 
♦ All new appliances including microwave 
r' 
I 







TO. S,.J.» R.-l 
J     An SUH' Community SUH* is a trademark of SUH, Inc. 
6 bedrooms 3 full bath, air, 
dishwasher .disposal, laundry. 
available in May Call 353-1731 
H, ir..> <=■ • QgnJ 
424 E Wooster, 3 Bdrm House 
Avail Immed S750/mo. Utilities 
included Ref req 353-7547 
Congratulations Justin Page' 




Ambassador of the month' 
Dollar rjflj 
The only real dollar store where 
EVERYTHING is only S11 
WOODLAND MALL 
Elder Beerman 
Clmique make-up Brand names. 
great sales' 
WOODLAND MALL 
A young Caucasian 30 yr old cou- 
ple seok to adopt newborn Will be 
lull-lime mom and devoted dad Ex- 
penses paid Call Jen and Cliff 
1-800-301-8471 




r-        $ 
One Item    _■ 
Pizzas *** 
Add ? cans ol pop tor rr.i 
1 n'.Ken 2 'lems 
,    And we'll even 
^O* ? deliver free in BG! 
Voted Best Plua 93 - 
94   '95 - 96 - '97 - '98 - 
99 . 00 - 01 
Ovtr 3 KIHOn Pu/as soil 
Good at pai>C-<paitng 'ocatioA* 
Oit»f) at -apm WW-Mlayi 
luncrt Friday  Saturday * Sunday 
I f, 
WITH 
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My parents came up and visit- 
ed me on Wednesday. They were 
Ixitli busy so they decided to cel- 
ebrate Parent's Weekend early 
With only a few hours notice. I 
had some serious parent-proof- 
ing to do to my apartment. I Icre 
arc some tips to help you, dear 
readers, survive parents weekend 
unscathed. 
Tip #1: Remove anything 
pornographic from plain sight. 
Not saying that everyone has a 
large collection of soft core pom, 
but in case you have a copy of 
"Debbie Does Dallas" or "Grateful 
I lead" lying around, make sure to 
put it at the bottom of your 
underwear drawer. Also, those 
copies of "Playboy" and 
"Penthouse" in your batliroom 
should find their way into the 
cabinet under the bathroom sink. 
Tip #2:.Remove anything you 
and your significant other use to 
"enhance the mood." This cate- 
gory includes whips, chains, 
handculk corsets ami/or dildos. 
No parent wants to know that 
much about their children's life 
This rule applies to visitors of any 
sort. 
Tip #3: Clean, clean, clean. We 
know that some of you have 
turned TOUT apartments in to 
biologycxperimen' .butmom 
may have a small stroke if she 
sees a pile of dirty dishes in the 
kitchen sink. Vacuuming is a 
must, especially is you have dark 
carpet. Dusting is optional, but 
We strongly recommend it. If 
nothing else, make the carpet via- 
ble. 
Tip #4: lill your refrigerator 
with real food. Mom will kind of 
disappointed if you're eating cere- 
al for all three meals Buy some 
fruit and vegetables (if only for 
cosmetic purposes). Another 
school 111 il ii iught on this is to 
leave the frig totally empty so that 
mom and dad will go to Meijers 
and buy you food. Choose what- 
ever option best suits you. 
Tip #5: Conceal your vices. 
Mom may believe that your 
water hong is really a retro vase 
(or a piece of contemporary 
art), but this author wouldn't 
take that chance. Whether or 
not to hide alcohol or cigarettes 
is a personal choice, depending 
on mom's coolness factor. 
Tip #6: Make it seem that 
you are, in fact, doing school- 
related work. Try spreading 
some books and notebooks 
about your desk and create a 
shortcut to Lexis-Nexis on your 
PC desktop. Sharpen pencils 
and rub down erasers for extra 
effect. 
Tip #7: Do your laundry. 
There's nothing more unap- 
pealing to a parent than a ham- 
per full of dirty clothes smelling 
up the room. 
Miscellaneous Tips: Invest in 
some air freshener; erase the 
"History" file in your computer; 
clean the bathroom; pull furni- 
ture over "stains" in the carpet; 
instruct special "friends" that 
there will no visiting this week- 
end; turn your answering 
machine off; get the guy whose 
been crashing on (insert loca- 
tion inside apartment here) to 
crash elsewhere and always put 
fresh flowers in your living 
room (trust me on this). 
Congratulations, you have 
successfully parent-proofed 
your apartment. Now mom and 
dad's visit will be memorable in 




Students share their tips for writing letters 
to parents when homesickness strikes 
. 
by Ken I. Pace 
THE  BG lieWS 
Technology influences everything people do, including 
writing letters. Before the introduction of the World Wide 
Web and cellular phones, letter writing was considered an 
art. After interviewing three students from the University 
and contemplating the thought myself, there is one definite 
conclusion — letter writing is slowly becoming a dying art. 
1 interviewed three freshman students; Lindsay Lowery, 
Dusty Maroon, and lindsey Moore. I asked them: if they 
write letters, do they think it is more personal to write letters, 
does anyone write letters to them, and do they think that 
technology is putting a stop to letter writing? 
Lindsay l.owery said she writes letters to her family and 
friends, however, she does not receive letters. She does not 
feel that writing a letter is more personal than sending an 
email. Lindsay said "the availability of cell phones with free 
long distance stops people from writing letters because they 
are able to call that person and it is much more convenient 
than writing a letter." 
Dusty Maroon said that he does not write letters, he writes 
e-mails instead because he types faster than he writes and it 
is easier than writing a letter, but his mother, his grand- 
mother, and a girl he dated over summer write to him. He 
said he thinks girls probably feel that it is more personal to 
write letters and "I guess it means more." Dusty said that 
technology has stopped letter writing because the use of e- 
mail is easier to stay in touch, it is free, and now there are free 
e-cards. 
Lindsey Moore said that she writes letters to her fiance, 
Don and his friend, Robert whom are in the military and 
that Don writes letters to her. She said it is much more per- 
sonal to write letters because "it takes more care to write a 
letter and it tells you that someone put aside time just for 
you to write a letter." Lindsay also said that technology has 
stopped people from writing letters because it is easier to 
send an e-mail. 




• Find yourself a particular 
room, or area of a room, 
where you feel comfortable, 
where there are lew distrac- 
tions such as noise or move- 
ment, and where you are 
unlikely to be disturbed. 
• The pen that you use is ol 
vital importance: it must be 
comfortable to use, fitting 
easily in the hand. 
• The paper that you choose 
to write on is also important, 
and gives a lasting impres- 
sion of ^)ur interest and ded- 
ication. 
• A good supply ol stamps 
ready to hand is also recom- 
mended. Try and buy the 
special issue stamps rather 
than always using the nor- 
mal ones. 
• Sitting comfortably so that 
small aches and twinges do 
not develop at a desk or 
table set to a comfortable 
height with adequate light- 
ing helps with writing, 
whether it is letterwriting or 
something else. 
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Football faces Miami in big rivalry 
Coach Urban Meyer 
says this weekend's 
Miami game 'will be 
a war.' 
by Nick Humi 
THE BG NEDS 
It's so easy to say Toledo. 
When talking about Bowling 
Green's biggest rival in football, the 
Rockets make sense. Only 20 miles 
separates the two universities. 
Also heightening the rivalry is the 
fight for the Peace Pipe, an award 
handed out to the winner of the 
annual battle. The Falcons hold a 
34-27-4 edge in the series with the 
Rockets. 
But every year the Miami game 
rolls around, the "rivalry" term 
also comes into the picture. And 
why not? While the Falcons can 
brag about having a winning 
record against most Mid- 
American Conference schools, 
they can't say the same against the 
RedHawks. Miami holds a 35-18-5 
series advantage. In just over 102 
years in the MAC, the both schools 
have combined for 433 wins and 
23 conference championships. 
"A lot of the Falcons are finding 
out that this is a big football 
game," said BG coach Urban 
Meyer. "Everyone talks about the 
Toledo rivalry, and that is a great 
rivalry, and you will never take 
away from that because the pro- 
grams are so close. You talk about 
history and the tradition of the 
MAC and you talk about these two 
universities, and you know that 
this game will be a war. This will be 
a  great  game.  Growing up  I 
FOOTBALL, PAGE 10 
led Hindenacti BG News 
PRACTIoING TO BE PERFECT: Falcons practice for their game against Miami on Saturday. 
10 Friday. November 2.2001 FAMILY WEEKEND BG NEWS 
Falcons have struggled against Hawks 
FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 9 
remember Miami and Bowling 
Green are the two learns thai were 
winning the MAC, and I am really 
anxious for this game." 
The history between the two 
teams dates back to 1941. The 
Falcons got the best of the former 
"Redskins" with a 9-0 shutout. 
The following year BG won again 
with a 7-6 edging of Miami. That's 
where the dominance stopped, 
though. Miami would win the 
next 11 meetings between the two 
schools. 
Probably the biggest win over 
the RedHawks came in 1959, the 
Small School National 
Championship season for BG. A 
17-year jinx of trouble and woes 
from Miami came to an end with 
a 33-16 victory. It took Falcon 
football notables Bemie Casey 
and Bob Coulbum, along with 
legendary coach Doyt Perry's 
effort to end the streak. 
"This was the most satisfying 
wins and one of our best since I've 
been here," Perry said about the 
game. "Determination and fight is 
what won it for us, but I knew all 
along that we were the better 
team." 
Even Perry had trouble with the 
team from Oxford, though. The 
BG coach, who retired in 1965 
with a 77-11-5 record, was 3-5-2 
against Miami. 
The Falcons haven't beaten the 
RedHawks since the BG senior 
captains were red-shirted their 
freshman year. Miami leads the 
series 15-9-4 at Perry stadium as 
well. 
"This is going to be a classic 
game," Meyer said. "You have two 
disciplined teams. Miami has 
won those close games and I can 
tell you why, because they are well 
coached, they have some good 
players, and that usually relates to 
winning. They prepare for those 
types of situations and they are 
well disciplined."  * 
Technology makes 
letters less common 
WRITINGS, FROM PAGE 9 
I also have thought about the 
(dying?) art of letter writing. I 
myself only write to my family 
in Nevada, a cousin in the Army 
and a good friend in the Air 
Force. I tend to e mail every- 
one else or I will call them. 
Most of the people I know do 
not write letters. I think it is 
much more personal to write 
letters because your personali- 
ty can really show through in a 
letter and like Lindsey said, "it 
takes more care to write a let 
ter." 
I think this shows that most 
people would rather receive let 
ters, however, most people are. 
not willing to write a letter to 
someone. Letter writing is use 
less nowadays with the internet! 
and cell phones readily avail 
able to everyone. It is interest 
ing to see how things change 
from generation to generation 
and just how much technology 
influences our lives. 
FAMOUS COACHING FROM FAMOUS COACH: Former coach Doyi Perry coahces the Falcons during a 
old game against Miami. 
CHECK VS OVT AT 0CNEW.Ce* 
If you would like 
to see your ad 
appear here... 
contact the BG News 
Ad Department at 
372-2606 or visit 




See Us For Family Weekend Souvenirs 
T-Shirts Mugs Stadium Blankets 
Sweatshirts Glassware Stadium Seat Cushions 
Kids' Clothing Jackets Baseball Caps 
Shorts Pennants Decals 
and other BGSU Merchandise 
Good Luck to Coach Meyer & The Falcons 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
'charge Conveniently Located on Campus 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
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ACTING: Max Demers, John Hildebrand and Justin Dadisman in the newcomers production of "Story Theatre." 
'Story Theatre* plays this weeknd 
By Beth Koch 
T H F   BC HEWS 
.   The BC.SIJ Theatre 
Department  will  be   offering 
"Story Theatre" as the production 
i for Parent's Weekend this year. 
[ The production will be playing 
1 Nov. 1-4. "Story Theatre" is the 
i newcomers production for this 
year. 
"Story Theatre," originally cre- 
ated by Paul Sills, is a compilation 
of two Aesop fables and eight fairy 
tales by the Grimm Brothers. Sills, 
a founder of the Second City 
Improv troupe in Chicago, devel- 
oped a show containing many 
well-known tales, including "The 
Golden Goose," "llenny Penny," 
"The l'ishermaii and His Wife," 
and "The Robber Bridegroom." 
The production is said to be a 
bil farcical with comedic ele- 
ments making it enjoyable for an 
audience of all ages. "Story 
Theatre" consists of 10 short 
scenes in which each member of 
the cast will be performing vari- 
ous roles. It will take place as 
BGSU Theatre Department's 
annual Newcomers' show, a show 
that enables students who are 
new to BGSU Theatre to present 
their talents. 
Director, John Sebestyen, said 
he thoroughly enjoys working 
with "newcomers" because he 
finds "they bring an energy and a 
willingness to be directable that 
seems to be unlimited." 
"It is invigorating for me to 
spend time in creative consulta- 
THEATRE, PAGE 13 
WHATS THAT?: Freshman Haley Lafollette, Alisa Cutcher and 
Michael Krajny rehearse a scene from "Story Theatre." 
TODAY'S 
EVENTS 
FRIDAY, NOV. 2 
New Music and Art Festival 
Exhibitions 
8 a.m. -5 p.m. 
"Next Question" Kennedy 
Green Room, Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
Gregory Barsamian 
"Somebody Else's Dream" 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. 
Fine Arts Center 




"Lunar Odyssey" Planetarium 
Show 
8 p.m. 
$1 donation accepted. 
Planetarium, Physical 
Sciences Laboratory Building 
Theatre Production "Story 
Theatre" 
8 p.m. 
Starring some of the most 
beloved fable characters in 
literature, this wonderful pro- 
duction brings magic and 
innocence back to the theatre. 
The amazing characters of 
Venus the Cat, the Grimm 
Brothers, the Fisherman and 
his Wife, the Robber Baron 
and many more fill this show 
with imagination and unpre- 
tenious delight for the entire 
family. Tickets are $5. Call 
ahead to reseserve at (419) 
372-2719. JoeE. 
Brown Theatre, 1st Floor 
University Hall 
"Your BIG Break" Talent Show 
8:30 p.m. 
Enjoy outstanding entertain- 
ment by BGSU faculty, stu- 
dents, and staff in Bowling 
Green's historic theatre on 
Main Street. Admission is 
free, but advance ticket 
request is recommended. 
SATURDAY. NOV. 3 
Chamber Orchestra 
8 p.m. 
Free and open to the public. 
McFall Gallery, McFall Center 
Family Weekend Check-In 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Check-in and get schedule 
updates. Pick up coupons 
from downtown merchants, 
Famify Weekend T-shirts, a 
list of eateries in Bowling 
Green and much mot. 
Off-Campus Student Center, 
Ground floor of Mosley Hall 
Breakfast of Champions 
9a.m.-ll:30a.m. 
The Breakfast of Champions 
recognizes students of color 
who achieved a GPA of 3.0 
and above during Spring 
semester 2001. For more 
information, contact the 
Center for Multicultural and 
Academic Initiatives at (419) 
372-2642. 
Commons Dining Center 
Breakfast with Honors 
Student Association 
9 a.m.-ll a.m. 
This one is geared for the 
younger generation! Cartoons 
and a light breakfast of cof- 
fee, donuts, bagels, and 
juices will.be available for 
friends and family of the 
Honors Student Association. 
Compton/Darrow Lobby 
College of Education and 
Human Development 
Technology Showcase 
9 a.m.-ll a.m. 
Staff from the Clinical and 
Computer Labs will demon- 
strate the latest in instruc- 
tional technologies during 
this informal, drop-in pro- 
gram. 
Clinical and Computer Labs, 
2nd floor, Education Building 
Next Question 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
A collaborative artist team, 
composed of Emily Blair, 
Michelle llluminato and 
Phuong Nguyen, address 
issues of cultural signifi- 
cance. 
Kennedy Green Room 
question: other than m-o-m 
and d-a-d, what 3 letters 





Get up to $23,000* in 





•$8 50 $9 50/Hour«Weelily Paychecks 
•Excellent Benefits«Weekends & Holidays Ott 
•Paid Vacations«On-Site Classes 
NOW HIRING FOR 
DAY SHIFT 
Approximate Shift Time 11AM - 3PM 
MIDNIGHT SHIFT 
Approximate Shilt Time 10:30PM - 3:30AM 
UPS. everything you want in a part-time job and more. 
CALL: 419-891-6820 
OR SEE OUR RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS: 
Tuesday, 11/6 from 10A-2P 
Wednesday, 1177 from 11A-3P 
Tuesday, 11/13 from 10A-2P 
Monday, 11/26 from 11A-3P 
Tuesday, 11/27 from 10A-2P 
www.upsjobs.com 
'Earn & Learn program guidelines apply. 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
omino's Pizza 
353-MEGA 
(6    3   4   2) 
Free Delivery 
Minimum $6.00 
We accept personal checks 
1616 E. Wooster, Unit 1 
Stare Hour* 
Sun-fed 
11:00a.m. til 1:00a.m. 
Thur, Fn, Sat 
11:00a.m. till 3:00a.m. 
Coke, Diet Coke, Spite, & Dasani Mater in 20 oz. for $1.25 ea. - Coke * Sprite in 2 liters for $2 ta. 
FANTASTIC DEAL 
♦$15<fr 
1 Large 1 -Topping Pizza 
8 piece order of Twisty Bread, 
10 Buffalo Wings, & a 2-Liter of Pop. 
(Deep Dish $1.00 Extra.) 
SPECIALTY PIZZAS 
*&2° $10# 
Choose from the following: BBQ 
Delight, Bacon Cheeseburger, 
Deluxe, Hawaiian, Meatzza, & Vegi 
(Deep Dish $1.00 Extra.) 
EATING LITE? 
#$8# 
2 Side Salads, 8 Breadsticks, & 




•10" 1-Topping Pizza     *8 Cheesybread 
8 Twisty Bread 'Side Salad 
8 Cinnastix *2-Liter of Pop 
•3-20 oz. Pops 
LUNCH/LATE 
NIGHT 
1 Large 1 -Topping Pizza 
Valid 11am till 5pm and 
10pm till close. 




1 Large 1-Topping Pizza 
•Side Salad 
•Cheesybread 




1 Large 1 -Topping Pizza plus an 
8 piece order of Twisty Bread 
(Deep Dish a $1 00 Extra.) 
•Twisty Bread 
•Cinnastix 
•3-20 oz. Pops 




3 Large 2-Topping Pizzas 
(Deep Dish $1.00 Extra.) 







Sweep. Dust. Do 
laundry. Toss out 
old tobacco 
spitters. 
By Ryan Thomas 
1 HE 8G HEWS 
Some students awake 
each morning to a hell hole. 
Clothes are scattered across 
the floor, trash cans over- 
flow, snack food sits on the 
table for days and an 
unknown smell starts go 
appear. 
If any of these sound 
familiar to you, the word 
"clean" should come to 
mind — especially since it is 
Family Weekend. 
Sophomore Justin 
Leonard        resides at 
Founders. First on his list is 
to lake out the garbage that 
has been sitting ih his room 
for weeks. 
Leonard said he is not 
going to clean his room any 
more tthorough than he nor- 
mally would because of 
Family weekend. 
When the parents do 
arrive this weekend, here are 
a few steps to make them 
smile when you open the 
door: 
• Observe the room to see 
what needs rescued before 
the parents get there. 
• Take down all incrimi- 
nating posters. 
• Hide all evidence of 
party supplies or just blame 
it on your roommate. 
• Discard all clothes of the 
opposite sex that were left 
behind. 
• Do the laundry. 
• Play rock, scissors, paper 
with your roommate to see 
who tackles the bathroom. 
• Clean the refrigerator; 
throw out all expired and 
moldy food. 
• Find a sweeper and dust 
rag. 
• Intentionally set aside 
good scores on papers. 
• Clean out ashtrays and 
toss out the old tobacco 
spitters. 
If these steps are utilized, 
one should have a 
respectable room to show 
his or her parents. In less 
than 20 minutes the room 
could be cleaned up. 
UAO recognizes 
'Parents of Year* 
Daughters of 
winners say their 
parents make us 
better people 
By Kara Hull 
IKE BG NEWS 
Sisters on campus will honor 
their parents this weekend with 
the Parent of the Year Award 
sponsored by the University 
Activities Organization (UAO). 
The winning essay was sub- 
mitted by Emily and Kelly Bright, 
in which they wrote that their 
parents "are the kind of parents 
we want to be someday. They arc 
wonderful role models ... and 
they make us better people" 
The nomination process was 
"fairly simple" said Dan Henry, 
UAO leader and coordinator of 
the   contest.   Students   were 
requested to compose an essay 
explaining why they felt their 
parents or guardians should 
receive special recognition. 
Emily, a senior marketing 
major, said that the UAO ad in 
The BG News about the contest 
"sparked her interest" and she 
felt that her parents would be 
deserving of the honor. While the 
essay was difficult to write, Emily 
wanted to nominate her parents 
in appreciation for their overall 
support and for teaching her 
"what I want to be." 
Kelly, a freshman, wanted to 
nominate her parents because 
they have been "really support- 
ive with my recent graduation 
and college transition." She said 
that her parents were "very excit- 
ed, becasue they did not think 
that they would win." 
Various student leaders were 
selected to read the essays for 
this annual contest. All essay 
writers were kept anonymous so 
the readers "didn't know whose 
essay they were reading" Henry 
said. 
The Brights, who will be pre- 
sent for Parents Weekend, will be 
able to view tomorrow's football 
game with their daughters from 
the President's box. In addition, 
they will receive free dinner cer- 
tificates for Bowling Green 
restaurants, free University 
clothing and overnight accomo- 
dations in the University guest 
house. 
There were "increases and 
changes in the prizes this year. 
We wanted to give them (the par- 
ents) more than just the honor of 
'Parent of the Year," Henry said. 
Kelly said that the essay con- 
test was a "really good idea" and 
it "gets parents involved." She 
said that she would recommend 
other students to enter the con- 
test and write essays next year. 
PMo PiwKled 
VERY COOL PARENTS: Emily and Kelly Brights parents won the 
UAO "Parents of the Year" Award. 
Volleyball plays Friday, Saturday 
By Erica Gambaccini 
THE BG NEWS 
This weekend will be a test for 
the volleyball team. They will be 
playing in Anderson Arena, fac- 
ing off against two Mid- 
American Conference teams, 
Central Michigan Friday and 
Akron Saturday. One team the 
Falcons have yet to face this year 
and the other team beat them 
earlier in the season. 
Central Michigan has an 
overall record of 6-14 and a 1-11 
record in the MAC, while the 
Falcons are 14-6 overall and 7-5 
in the MAC 
"Central we have not seen yet 
because they are in the West 
Division," said head coach 
Denise Van De Walle. "We only 
play them once so this is an 
important match. Central beat 
us last year up there and the 
team has not forgotten that." 
However, the Falcons lead the 
series by one game against the 
Chippewas, 17-16. Central 
defeated BG in a long fought 
battle last year 15-13 in the fifth 
game. 
Akron is 14-5 overall and 
leads the Eastern Division with a 
8-4 record in the MAC. 
"Akron has been doing very 
well,"*Van De Walle said. "They 
are leading the Eastern Division. 
We know we have five losses and 
Akron has four, so we know 
that's a must win." 
The Falcons also lead the 
series with the Zips but by a 
wider margin, 15-9. However, 
VOLLEYBALL PAGE 13   IT'S A CELEBRATION: The BG Volleyball Team celebrates after a victory. 
Chrii Schooltr BG News 
'Monsters' opens today 
PMoPmkW 
MONSTER LOVE... MONSTER LIKINGS: Billy Crystal plays a monster in the new Pixar movie opening 
this weekend, "Monsters Inc." 
By lames Eldretl 
THE BG NEWS 
The fall season kicks into high 
gear this week with the release of 
"Monsters Inc.," the latest com- 
puter animated cartoon by the 
creators of "Toy Story" and "A Bug's 
life." The film features the voices 
of lohn Goodman and Hilly Crystal 
as Sully and Mike, two monsters 
whose job is to scare little children, 
as their fear generates energy for 
their world. Havoc ensues, howev- 
er, when one of the children acci- 
dentally enters their world. The 
film is also the only place you will 
be able to see the first trailer for the 
next "Star Wars" film "Attack Of 
The Clones." 
If Pixar's previous films are any 
indicator, this movie will most like- 
ly be one of the highest grossing 
movies of the year, as all their pre- 
vious films have grossed over $150 
million each. "Monsters Inc" is 
rated G. 
For martial-arts fans, "The 
One," starring Asian action sensa- 
tion let Li ("Lethal Weapon 4," 
"Romeo Must Die") also opens 
this week. Li stars as a man travel- 
ing across multiple universes, 
killing his alternate-reality selves 
to increase his strength. There is 
only one other left, and he must 
stop his evil doppclganger from 
destroying him, because if he dies, 
his universe will go with him. 
Because of its amazing computer 
effects and lengthy fight 
sequences, the film is drawing 
comparisons to "The Matrix." Li's 
previous films, "Romeo Must Die" 
and "Kiss Of The Dragon," grossed 
only $55 million and $36 million 
respectively. With a budget of over 
$70 million. "The One" will have to 
gross more than both combined 
to be profitable. "The One" is rated 
PG-13 for martial arts violence. 
Also opening is the crime- 
drama "Domestic Disturbance," 
which stars lohn Travolta as a 
father that believes his son's step- 
father is a murderer. No one else 
believes him, though, and he has 
to fight to save his son's life. Vince 
Vaughn also stars as the boy's 
stepfather. Travolta has not 
starred in a movies that made a 
profit since 1999s "The General's 
Daughter," and after "Lucky 
Numbers" and "Battlefield Earth" 
both bombed, a lot could be rid- 
ing on the success of this film. It is 
also rated PG-13. 
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'Story Theatre' 
features fables 
THEATER. FROM PAGE 11 
lion with this cast and crew, and I 
find myself looking forward 
immensely to our meetings and 
rehearsaJs," Sebestyen said. 
According to Shaun Moorman, 
business and operations manag- 
er for BGSU Theatre, the new- 
comer production has been part 
of the theater season for 18 years. 
The show is open to all new stu- 
dents,     not    just    freshmen. 
Chris Schooler BG New 
BLOCKING: A Falcon volleyballer goes up to block a spike. 
Falcons hope to improve vs. Akron 
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 12 
BG fell to Akron in three games 
on Oct. 6. 
"We played Akron at Akron 
earlier in the year and we did not 
have a good showing that night," 
Van De Walle said. "Offensively 
we were below our average. We're 
playing so much better now than 
we did that night." 
The Falcons are ready for this 
weekend and are hoping to put 
out a good product on both 
nights. 
"I feel confident about this 
weekend," said senior Shyann 
Robinson. "We've finally come 
together as a team. Our defense 
looks good; our offense looks 
good." 
The players are confident 
about the weekend and have had 
a week to rest, since they did not 
have a match during the middle 
of the week as usual. 
During the week the Falcons 
have accomplished a lot, accord- 
ing to Van De Walle. They worked 
on serving, passing, defense and 
offense and had four good days 
of practice. 
"The key players for us have 
been Caty Rommeck, Kristin 
Gamby, Susie Norris, Shyann 
Robinson, Iaura Twyman and 
Natalie Becker," Van De Walle 
said. "That has been our starting 
lineup. All of them need (o play 
well." 
Last week Norris had three 
great games and was honored 
with being named MAC Player of 
the Week However, Van De Walle 
would like to see this perfor- 
mance out of all of the players. 
"I think everyone has to be on 
every night in order for us to 
win," Van De Walle said. "We are 
not going to win this conference 
with one player playing well. The 
league is too tough. Their are too 
many balanced teams and we 
know we need to be balanced in 
our offensive and defensive 
efforts as well." 
Right now the Falcons are in a 
position where if they continue 
to win they still have a shot at 
sharing, if not winning, the MAC 
title. 
"We put ourselves in a position 
where we feel we need to win the 
rest of our matches," Van De 
Walle said. "Every match is criti- 
cal to us because we still have 
hopes of an Eastern Division title 
again." 
A TO Z DATA 
Shipping • Packing • Faxing • Copying • Data Entry 
VCR Cleaning • Computer Repair, Upgrade & Tutoring 
Color Copies • Lamination • Bulk Mailing • Scanning Service 
Authorized Shipping Agent for 
& (up| 
352-5042 Bowling Green 
148 S. Main St. 
(Be**OT Ac* a Ban Franklin) 
Moorman also added that 
approximately 60 to 70 percent of 
those who perform on as part of 
the newcomer show continue to 
perform in other productions. 
"What we try to do is offer these 
newcomers a different experi- 
ence than from high school," he 
said. 
Moorman added that the show 
allows these students to "take 
advantage of the script and make 
it their own." 
Welcome Parents and Family 
Godfrey's Family Restaurant 
Breakfast specials: 
Mon-Sat 6:30am-11am 
All-you-can-eat buttermilk pancakes...     $3.79 
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausages, 
2 pancakes or toast, and homefries or coffee...   $2.50 
Sunday 8am to noon: 
All-you-can eat Breakfast Buffet $5.25 
(Bring this ad for a free large juice) 
-Godfrey's Friday night Specials- 
• All you can eat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll... $5.50 
• All you can eat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...    $7.50 
• 12 oz T-bone steak, potato, vegetable, roll... 
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Sunday 8am-9pm BDM^ <V*». OH mm 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are. 
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or 
surprise someone on their Birthday! 
2x2 
IT'S BURSARABLE! 






1x3 = $15.00 
(Not Shown) 
T H R 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!      TJ/^1 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. DvX 
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00. NEWS 
Cokvgt-nti*Lfltiokvs 
ZTP 
vwMtzt tine local 
chapter proud! 
Whatever Your Style 
Has an Apartment for You 
Close to Campus • Largest Bedrooms • X-Tra Storage • Sound Conditioned 
Furnished/Unfurnished • Gas Heat • Central Air • Ample off street parking 
See us also for 1 bdrms, efficiencies and 2-3-&5 bdrm Houses 
Preferred Properties    530 S. Maple St.    419-352-9378 




Tujfy Does It Right! 
Tom and the crew at Tuffy 
invite you to come in for an 
-  alignment today! 




SAVE on our compteie nwrtory ot top ouafcty. Wehme 
wwrtod mufflers - pood lor as long aa you own your car 
In Hu ol on* oho. Moat can and Ignnuda 
LUBE/OIL/FILTER 
& TIRE ROTATION 
$a%^ nra MosiCars 
"3 T HO and Light 
at,    I Trucks 
© 
Irtf udas: ol f*er ol tfumge *Wi up n 5 ouaitt of ouaaty 
Vaw»ne moored, chasaa lube, and a compWe venoe 
>Jgy inapeocn Reuse al fcur tm» -tita, dan* otin. 
LIFETIME WARRANTED 
BRAKE PADS & SHOES 
50% OFF LIST 
PniMuxnl bnfeat vfttw rapactov raw HWne wtnrtti padt o 
W*5 (UpaKft *■"• biaVilfll VO HUCftaTe HAaftttUTS MUD 
iqund Sam-maa*: pat* ml tMantrl para mr, M 1WM1 
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-e?"s 
Admmiitrjtkm Building 64.C 
Admmlom no.AA 
Alpha Chi Omeg* Soroclty 80 
Alpha Gunm* Delta Sorority 17 
Alpha OmKron Pi Sorority 79 
Alpha Phi Sorority 76 
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity 29 
Alpha XI Delta Sorority 74 
Alumni Center 4.AA 
Amanl 58 
Anoenon Arena *3.B 
AndmonHall I JAA 
Art Center il.AA 
Arti and Science*. College ol 64.C 
AihleyHall 8.AA 
Batcheider Hall S.AA 




Butlnrm Adminislration Building 
44.AA 
Camput Safety and Security J8.B 
Central Service* 101 
Centre* Building 41 
Chapman Had i t.AA 
Chi Omega Sorority 81 
H CoHege Park Office Building 98.AA 
Commons 38.B 
• Commons Dining Center 
■ Chilly i Express Convenience Store 
• University Bake Shop 
Compton Hall 6>A 
Conhlin North Hall JO 
DarrowHall v. A A 
Oay Can Center IOO.AA 
Delia Chi FratemKy 21 
Delta Gamma Sorority 753 
Delta Sigma Theta Fraternity 94 
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity SS 
Oerta Zeta Sorority 19 
rXjnh.r Mail   14 B 
B Early Childhood Education Center 
72 
East Hal MAA 
Education Building 42.AA 
Educational Memorabilia Center 39 
Eppler Center 47.B 
Eppler North 46 
Eppler South 48 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 51.8 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Building 61 .A 
Field House I06.AA 
Financial Aid MX 
Fine Arts Center 3I.AA 
Founders HaH 62.AA 
■ Keepers Food Court 
■ Keepers Snack Bar 
• Club 57 Dirttrvg Room 
French House 78 
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority 71 
G.ihUmThr-trr  52 
Golf Clubhouse 107 
Graduate CoHege 60.AA 
Greenhouse 97 
Guest House 56 
Henna Hal 52 
Manhman Quadrangle UAA 
• Galley Snack Bar 
Hayes HaH 49.C 
Health and Human Services. CoHege 
ol I03.A 
Health Center 101> 
Heating Plait 6S 
Housing )!.A 
Ice Arena 3,6 
ierome library 32.C 
Johnston Hal 71 
Jordan Family Development Center 
I0CLAA 
Kappa Alpha Order 21 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 95 
Kappa Delta Sorority 77 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority 27 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity 20 
Kohl HaH 40 
Krelwher Quadrangle 7.AA 
Sundial Food Court 
Shadows Snack Bar 
Silver River Cafp 
U Matson francalse 78 
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 78 
Library 32.C 
Life Sciences Building 88> 
Mathematical Sciences Building 
B9.AA 







Garden Terrace Deli A 
Soda Shoppe 
McDonald East Hall 82 
McDonald North Hall 84 
McDonald Wen Ha" 83 
McFarl Center 60.AA 
Memorial Hall 43 
MiMl Alumni Center 4AA 
Mooie Musical Arts Center 104.AA 
MoseleyHall S0.B 
Off <ampus Student Center SOB 
Offenhauer Tower East 87.AA 
Offenhauer Tower West 86.AA 
Ohcamp Hal 4S.AA 
Overman Hal 90.C 
Park Avenue Warehouse 99 
Parking and Traffic Division M 
Perry Field House I0&AA 
Perry Stadium 2JU 
Phi Oelta Theta Fraternity 26 
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity 24 
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity 3S 
Phi Mu Sorority 70 
Phi Sigma Kappa FratemKy S9 
Physical Sciences Laboratory 
Building 9I.AA 
Pi Beta Phi Sorority IS 
PI Kappa Phi Fraternity 27 
Planetarium  91. A A 
Popular Culture Center 54 
Ptout Chapel 67,B 
Psychology Building 92.AA 
Recreation Center I0SAA 
Reed St. Warehouse 93 
Registration and Records  64.C 
Rodgers Quadrangle 36 
ROTC 43.B 
Seddkmire Student Services 
Building H.AA 
Science Library 89.AA 
Shat»IHal 66 
Sigma Chi Fraternity IB 
Sigma Kappa Sorority 16 
Sigma Phi Epulon Fraternity 37 
Social Philosophy and Policy Center 
58 
South Hal 53.C 
Stadium 2.AA 
Student Health Center 103A 
Student Recreation Center 10S.AA 
Student Services Building 3i.AA 
Student Onion 69.AA 
Under renovation 
Technology Annex 102 
Technology Building 96AA 
Television Station S7.A 
Tucker Telecommunications Center 
S7.AA 
Union 69AA Under renovation 
University Hall  SIX 
Visitor Information Center IX 
Warehouse 99 
WBGU TV 57.AA 
West HaH  63.C 
Williams Hall 68X 
■ .Visitor Information Center C 
2 Doyt Perry Stadium A 
;>c><x><>a<xx><>fra<xx><^^ 
• T-Shirts 
.  • Sweatshirts 
• Hats 





• Sgueeze Bottles 
• Watches 
• Charms 
j • Window Stickers 
• ID Holders 
• Pennants 
• Blankets 
V Mom & Dad 
Sweatshirts 
BG'S BEST 
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing! 
In house embroidery, screen printing and sewn 
on letters. Over 400 fabrics to choose from. 
•  INVISIBLE TOE RINGS • STRETCH ANKLE  BRACELETS 
•RHINESTONE BELTS 8( BRACELETS • SILVER HOOP 
EARRINGS, TOE RINGS & NECKLACES • FOOL YOU  BODY JEWEL- 
RY (NO HOLES  REQUIRED)! 
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise 
Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Night Shirts • Pullover Jackets 
Wood Products 
• Paddles • Letters • Frames • And Much More! 
Book your paddle party now for 30% off 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333 











With IP, Students Pay; 
$2.00 admission 
$1.00 for skates of all sizes 
Family Weekend Special; 
FREE Admission & Rental to 
any family member accompanied 
by a student 
PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE 
EffedivB October through April 
Friday 12:00p.m.-2:00p.m. 
Saturday       8:00p.m.-10:00p.m. 
Sunday 3:30p.m.-5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m.-8:45p.m. 
Public ikoling will not be available when the vanity hockey learn it at home. 
CALL 372-2264 for more information and 
confirmation of these times. 
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS 
BG NEWS Family Weekend Friday, November 2,2001 15 
Special Display Personals 
l@> SttWWMWWMWWMWK 
2x2 = $24.00 
with picture provided 
by you! (Actual Size) 
1x3 = $18.00 
(Actual Size) rgp 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how 
special they are. 
Wish them Good Lack, Congratulations or 
surprise someone on their Birthday! 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! Or 
call 372-6977 for 
more information. 
IT'S BURSARABLE! 
Deadline 2 days prior to 
publication by 4.-00. NEWS 
THE 













Columbia Court Apartments 
Heinz Apartments Ltd. 
506 & 514 Y Enterprise Apartments 
East Merry Avc. Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
Bentwood Subdivision 
.... and many more apartments 
and houses 
Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast! 
Check out our website at www.wcnet.org/~gnrental 
"FIFTY ■ FIFTY. plu$!"* 
S50.OO0.OO ♦ Part-lime Job Including a 
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION » 
$50.oo +/hour student plant 
100% PAID 
COLLEGE TUITION 
CALL NOW: (419) 353-4916 or Toil-Free: (877)993-9093 
Mail this card today for a 





OHIO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
Bowling Green / BGSU Education Center 
SFC HESSON, 212 E. Wooeter St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-2921 
SFC Hnk« KM OAKI tan m Mcmmal Hall ->ih ih> Orpun--pi of MJua-) 
Soantt (Aimj R O TC1 Call («H) 171-1000 FOR AN APPOINTMENT NOW' 
few TW Army Gaunl aaj Army IOTC »imu»a»*™«lt anJ pi ih* hHwTui of 
K*   FIND OUT HOW 
SFC B. GORDON HESSON (Brad) 
National Guard MasterEducation Counselor 
"THE BEST KEPT SECRET!" 
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION: 
GET INFORMED about YOUR options! Sun receiving a 
PAYCHECK NOW! Lock-in $50,000* of CASH and 
EDUCATION entitlement  Do not wan until it is too late! It is 
costing you SSS to wait!    Sergeant First Class Brad Hesson 
received a bachelor's degree by taking advantage of these 
hard-to-bclieve programs1 CALL for a no-obligation appointment 
to get the details   ll will lake ahnul 20. V) minutes and is done by 
appointment only.   Would you consider working PART-TIME, 
while attending school FULL-TIME for a "ZERO COST' FOUR 
YEAR EDUCATION? 
Stop waiting in line, 
Buy an iBook. 
iBook • 
Stop waiting in movie theater lines. 
Relax & watch a DVD movie on your iBook. 
Stop waiting in record store lines. 
Burn your own CDs on your iBook. 
Stop waiting in AVID editing suite lines. 
Make your own iMovies, create your own DVDs. 
Stop waiting in campus computing site lines. 
Do your homework anytime on your iBook. 
Special Pricing for BGSU Students 
iBooks starting at $1,249. 
AppleLoan available 
For your Apple discount go to : 
ITS Computer Sales 
100 Hayes Hall 
372-7724 
www. apple.com/education/store 
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Welcome Parents 
And Family!!! 













( heck Out Our 
Website at 
'TVIll  il 
























REC SPORTS SKI TRIP 
Rec sports Ski Trip 
January s-13. 2002 
Breckenridge, CO 
Trip Includes: 
C nlmhlt KfdQlng 
4 out of f mart HV lickmt* 
tranmportailoa lair mtfJ mrovntl 
BURSARABLC 
Don't know what to do this 
Parent's Weekend? 
We'd like to invite you to 
stop by... 
THE CLOSET DOOR 
You'll find a unique 
selection of new women's 
clothing & accessories. We 
feature many one of a kind 
items and clothing that is 
comfortable to wear, easy 
to live in, and all at a 
reasonable price! 
New Casual Women's Clothing & Accesories 
. 24l S. Main Stre«t   373-9886 ,« 
fegSV <"•« <• Brtltwlto Mot Mark*) »^ 
BGSU Theatre presents 
November 1,2,3 at 8 p.m. 
November 3 and 4 at 2:00 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
Reservations: 419 - 872- 2719 
Send A Smile 
Whi'thrr you're a Student wanting to show your Mom & Dad how 
much you appreciate all they do for you. or a parent brightening 
a day. we have a great way to do it. 
• Fresh Flowers & Plants 
* Balloon Bouquet* * Stuffed Toys 
• Holiday CiUs and Arrangements 




352- 6395 • 165 5. Mam 
Downtown B.G 
• 353-3525 • 353-3525 • 353-3525 • 353-3525 «353-3525 • 
%        We Deliver the Fun of Jk  | 
8 Birthdays at Home  Jrl     $ 
m eg tn 
to 
CO in m 
FREE delivery of your son or 
daughter's birthday cake 




in -Try our great variety of homemade cookies w 
m     -Custom decorated all-oceassion cakes or big cookies  <J 




Qooheo 8- Oakts 
130 E. Court Street to 
353-3525 <? 
www.buggywhipbakcry.com &, 




1045 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Apartment /House Rentafs 
OPEN 10:00-1:00 SATURDAY 
NOVEMBER 3rd 
NOW RENTING FOR 
2002-2003 
CALL 353-5800 OR STOP BY OFFICE 
www.wcnet.org/~mecca/ 
©X O '«c'' © 
o 
O 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
110 WEST  PDE ROAD   B.G.   DH 
419-353-3411    FAX 41 9-354-01 95 
















Hours   10-6 M-Fri. 
10-1 Sat. @ 
o 
MEED CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS? 
is hiring NOW! 
Ground 




New & Improved Benefits: 
• Raises every 90 days for 
the 1st year! 
• New & Improved Tuition 
Assistance! 
e    Medical & Dental Benelits! 
e    Full-Time Package Handler 
Opportunities! 
• Paid Vacations' 
5 Shifts to 
Choose From 
♦ MIGHT 
(Midnight to 5:OOam) 
Mon-Fri 510.00/hr 
♦ SUNRISE 
(3:30am to 8:30am) 
Tues-Sat S10.007hr 
♦ DAY 
(2:OOpm to 7:OOpm) 
Mon-Fri $8.50/hr 
♦ TWILIGHT 
(7:OOpm to 11:30pm) 
Mon-Fri $8.507hr 
♦ PRELOAD 
(3:OOam to 8:00am) 
Mon-Fri $10.007hr 
$100 New Hire Bonus 
after your first 80 hours 
Offers 
♦ Year-Round Position 
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From 
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week 
♦ Tuition Assistance 
♦ Weekly Pay 
♦ No Union Dues 
♦ Starting at $8.50-$10.00 
♦ Raise After Every 90 Days 
♦ Weekends & Holidays OFF 
Easy to get to: 
™ 
"! 




X 650 S. Reynolds Road, 
Toledo, OH .43615 
(7 mile north of Airport Hwy.) Ground 
1-800-582-3577 Call Today 
i 
